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Councillor Burgess
Councillor Gill
Councillor Hicks
Councillor Hook
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Councillor Philpott
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FIRE PRECAUTIONS
(To be read from the Chair if members of the public are present)
In the event of the fire alarm (single continuous sound) being activated, please leave the room
immediately.
Proceed downstairs by way of the main stairs or as directed by GBC staff, follow any of the
emergency exit signs. People with disability or mobility issues please identify yourself to GBC
staff who will assist in your evacuation of the building.

Legal & Democratic Support Unit: Linda Edwards – Borough Solicitor
Switchboard Telephone Number: (023) 9258 4242
Britdoc Number: DX136567 Gosport 2 Website: www.gosport.gov.uk

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
•

If you are in a wheelchair or have difficulty in walking and require
access to the Committee Room on the First Floor of the Town Hall
for this meeting, assistance can be provided by Town Hall staff on
request

If you require any of the services detailed above please ring the Direct Line
for the Democratic Services Officer listed on the Summons (first page).

NOTE:
i.

ii.

Members are requested to note that if any member wishes to speak at the Board meeting
then the Borough Solicitor is required to receive not less than 24 hours prior notice in writing
or electronically and such notice shall indicate the agenda item or items on which the
member wishes to speak.
Please note that mobile phones should be switched off for the duration of the meeting.
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AGENDA
PART A ITEMS
1.

APOLOGIES FOR NON-ATTENDANCE

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

RECOMMENDED
MINUTE FORMAT

All Members present are required to declare, at this point in the
meeting or as soon as possible thereafter, any personal or
personal and prejudicial interest in any item(s) being considered
at this meeting.
3.

MINUTES OF THE MEETINGS OF THE BOARD HELD ON 26
JANUARY AND 4 FEBRUARY 2009
To approve as a correct record the Minutes of the meetings of the
Policy and Organisation Board held on 26 January and 4
February 2009 (copies herewith).

4.

DEPUTATIONS – STANDING ORDER 3.5
(NOTE: The Board is required to receive a deputation(s) on a
matter which is before the meeting of the Board provided that
notice of the intended deputation and its object shall have been
received by the Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on Monday, 9
March 2009. The total time for deputations in favour and against
a proposal shall not exceed 10 minutes).

5.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS – STANDING ORDER 3.6
(NOTE: The Board is required to allow a total of 15 minutes for
questions from members of the public on matters within the terms
of reference of the Board provided that notice of such Question(s)
shall have been submitted to the Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on
Monday, 9 March 2009).

6.

HOUSING RENEWAL POLICY 2009/10
A formally adopted Housing Renewal Policy is required in order
to implement changes to the home repair and adaptation system.

7.

MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY AND CAPITAL
STRATEGY
To consider the updated Medium Term Financial and Capital
Strategies.
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PART II
Contact Officers:
Trevor
Charlesworth/
Oona Hickson
Ext 5510/5292
PART II

Contact Officer:
Julian Bowcher
Ext 5551
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8.

NATIONAL NON-DOMESTIC RATES: WRITE OFFS
To seek approval to write off one outstanding National NonDomestic Rate (NNDR) debt in excess of £10,000 which requires
write-off approval of this Board in accordance with the Council’s
Financial Regulations.

9.

DAEDALUS VISIONARY FRAMEWORK (SEEDA)
To inform the Board of SEEDA’s latest proposals for the
Daedalus site, as set out in the Daedalus Visionary Framework,
and to agree the Council’s response to these proposals.

10.

FAREHAM LDF CORE STRATEGY - PREFERRED OPTIONS –
GBC RESPONSE
To consider and confirm the interim response of the Development
Services Manager to Fareham Borough Council’s Local
Development Framework (LDF).

11.

PIER STREET CONSERVATION AREA APPRAISAL
To present to the Board the final version of the Pier Street
Conservation Area Appraisal following consultation on the draft
appraisal. This includes the proposed extensions to the
boundaries, and suggestions for the re-naming of the
Conservation Area.

12.

ANY OTHER ITEMS
which the Chairman determines should be considered, by reason
of special circumstances, as a matter of urgency.
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 6
Board/Committee:
Date of Meeting:
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Author:
Status:

Policy and Organisation Board
11th March 2009
Housing Renewal Policy 2009 -2010
Housing Services Manager
For Decision

Purpose
A formally adopted Housing Renewal Policy is required in order to implement
changes to the home repair and adaptation system.
Recommendation
That the Board approves the new draft Housing Renewal Policy for 2009 -2010
1 Background
1.1 The Regulatory Reform (Housing Assistance) (England and Wales) Order
2002 replaced the existing grant regime with a more flexible system for
providing assistance to applicants. All Local Housing Authorities were
required to have arrangements in place, including a formal Housing Renewal
Policy, by 18 July 2003. The Council put in place a Housing Renewal Policy
in April 2003.
1.2 The Regulatory Reform Order 2002 also requires that the Authority review
the Housing Renewal Policy at intervals of not more than twelve months.
The Housing Renewal Policy was last approved by Members at the Housing
Board Meeting on 5 March 2008 and subsequently endorsed by the Policy
and Organisation Board Meeting later that month.
1.3 A draft Housing Renewal Policy 2009-2010 has been prepared and
supported by the Housing Board at its meeting on 4th March 2009. Due to
the length of this document (69 pages) the Chairman requested that an
appendix be provided outlining the major changes in the Housing Renewal
Policy 2009 -2010 over the previous (2008 -2009) Housing Renewal Policy
(see Appendix A). A hard copy of the draft Policy is available in the
Members Room. Also, if any Member requests a hard or soft copy, then one
can be provided.
1.4 The draft Housing Renewal Policy for 2009 - 2010 proposes that in the
forthcoming financial year assistance should remain essentially in line with
the previous Policy. It is again primarily based on a broad package of grantbased assistance; and affordable loans may be obtained (for specific low
income groups) through the independent South Coast Money Line. The
Policy will be targeting specified low income groups for vital, small scale
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repairs; assisting in the conversion of empty shops, offices and commercial
properties and or under-occupied properties into flats for rent for tenants in
the private sector. This will be backed up by appropriate advice and, where
necessary, enforcement action. The document largely mirrors the structure,
rules and conditions of the grant programme under the preceding system.
2 Key Themes and Considerations within the Housing Renewal Policy
2009-10
2.1 The range and type of assistance to be made available – the Housing
Capital Programme, approved on 4th February 2009, will fully fund the grant
proposals set out in the draft Policy (Section 8);
2.2 Targeting of assistance – the draft Policy suggests that this remains
unchanged, i.e. targeting assistance to older and disabled people on low
incomes living in poor condition properties, and promoting the conversion of
empty shops, offices and commercial properties and under occupied homes
into flats for rent;
2.3 Applicant eligibility – the proposal will continue to limit eligibility to owneroccupiers, landlords and private tenants;
2.4 Grant limits – proposed limits are set out in paragraph 10.18 of the draft
Policy;
2.5 Time limits – the previous grant regime required that all grant approvals
remained valid for a minimum of twelve months. This is sometimes
unnecessary, especially for smaller schemes and makes programme
management more unpredictable. The proposal in paragraph 10.23 is for the
time limit on an approval to be set according to the nature of the work;
approval deadlines can be extended if necessary, thereby retaining flexibility;
2.6 Repayment conditions – the draft Policy sets out a number of conditions
that would require repayment of any discretionary grant, namely:
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Issue

Proposal

Disposal of the Grant repayable in full plus compound interest
property within 5
years of grant
payment

Reference
in
Draft
Policy
10.31

Rented property Grant repayable in full plus compound interest 10.31
10.32
not let or made except –
available
for
• All Handyperson Scheme works (due to
letting
for
5
value), and
years
after
•
Any other case subject to approval by
payment

&

Housing Services Manager
Failure
to Grant repayable in full plus interest
provide
information
on
grant condition
compliance
within 21 days
Successful
insurance claim

10.33

Repay all grant paid in respect of such works, 10.35
or the value of the insurance payment if lower;
no interest

It is proposed that these conditions will remain in force for a period of five
years (as at present, where applicable).
2.7 Appeal arrangements – Section 11 of the draft Policy sets out the
arrangements for appeals against individual decisions on the level of
assistance offered, namely that these should initially be assessed by the
Housing Services Manager in consultation with the Housing Board
Chairman.
2.8 Key service standards – The service standards approved for the home
improvement grant service; proposals are set out in Appendix A of the draft
Policy.
2.9 Enforcement policy – is set out in Section 12 is in accordance with the
Council’s approved enforcement policy and the provisions of the
Enforcement Concordat.
3 New Developments
3.1

In the 2007- 2008 financial year Gosport Borough Council, together with
other members of the Southern Home Loans Partnership Scheme
Consortium (Portsmouth, Eastleigh and Chichester) made a bid for funding
from the Regional Housing Board. The bid was based on the further
operation and promotion of the good work already undertaken by all the
Consortium Members on the Southern Home Loans Partnership Scheme
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project; and the promotion of the Decent Homes Standard in the private
sector, mainly via energy efficiency measures. The bid was successful and
resulted in funds being made available to Gosport Borough Council (hence
resulting in real savings to the Council) to assist in the promotion and
running costs of the Southern Home Loans Partnership Scheme and the
promotion of the Decent Homes Standard/energy efficiency in the private
sector.
3.2

One part of the successful bid to the Regional Housing Board was the partial
support of the Homecheck Scheme currently operated by Environmental
Health. As Members will be aware, the Homecheck Scheme provides a free
home health and safety check for vulnerable households in the Borough who
are aged over 60, the registered disabled and those with a child under 5
years of age. The valuable work the Homecheck Scheme undertakes, such
as removing trip hazards, providing free smoke detectors and improved door
and window security, helps to reduce the number of home accidents and
makes people feel safer in their own homes. As part of the successful bid all
the materials supplied under the Homecheck Scheme will be paid for by the
Regional Housing Board. Furthermore, the officer who undertakes the
home-checks has been trained in and has received the City & Guilds
Certificate in Energy Awareness, so has undertaken to promote energy
efficiency as part of his visit. This will involve promoting any of the free or
heavily discounted insulation schemes currently available. In recognition of
this valuable work it is proposed to assist the funding of the Homecheck
Scheme with £5,000.

3.3 Under the provisions of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, Section 17; it is
the duty of all Local Authorities to consider the crime and disorder
implications of their actions in the exercise of their various functions. With
regards to this report, there are two items that could reasonably be deemed
as aiding in the prevention of crime and disorder in the Borough. These two
grant aided proposals are: •

Handyperson Scheme: This provides elderly and registered disabled
residents (not in employment nor in receipt of a pension) with the
opportunity of using a reliable workman (employed by a non-profit
making charity, In Touch) to undertake minor works of repair or
maintenance at a reduced cost to themselves, as the service is
subsidised by the local authority. The Handyperson may carry out
works such as providing improved security locks, door chains etc.
These works will, hopefully, lessen the chances of that home being
targeted by intruders as well as reducing this fear for the occupant.
See 8.5 in the Housing Renewal Policy 2009 -2010.

•

Discretionary Conversion Grants: These small grants often provide
the impetus to private landlords to convert empty commercial
properties (shops, offices etc) into self-contained units of
accommodation for renting in the private sector. Frequently an empty
shop or public house can attract unwarranted damage by vandals.
The conversion of these properties into self-contained units removes
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this criminal temptation, as well as providing much needed
accommodation. See 8.3 in the Housing Renewal Policy 2009 - 2010.
4 Progress Update on the Southern Home Loans Partnership Scheme
[operated by South Coast Money Line (SCML)]
4.1 In March 2004 the Housing Board approved the Council’s participation in a
Consortium of Local Authorities to set up a pilot regional resource to provide
low cost home repair/maintenance loans to applicants seeking to repair or
improve their homes up to the Decent Homes Standard. These would be
loans made to homeowners whose financial circumstances would not allow
them access to affordable finance from the mainstream (‘High Street’)
financial institutions. The Scheme, named ‘Southern Home Loans
Partnership’ made its first loans in 2006. In previous years the funding for
this Scheme was obtained from savings made in the current Grants Budget*,
and so did not impact on the proposed allocation for the forthcoming year.
However, due to the successful bid made to the Regional Housing Board,
see 3.1 above, the funds for the Southern Home Loans Partnership Scheme
will be met from this source.
*Note: Some parts of the discretionary grant budget are essentially in place to act as a
‘safety net’ to quickly assist the most vulnerable low-income homeowners. This budget must
be made available so that it may be used for these cases. The current and previous budget
savings were able to be made because no residents contacting GBC fitted the criteria for
GBC grants.

4.2 It is therefore requested that Policy and Organisation Board Members should
be aware that the allocation of funds, the ‘membership fee’ and any loans,
for this project for 2009 -2010 is being met solely by the Regional Housing
Board and not Gosport Borough Council. Members should also note:
a) The ‘membership fee’, is the amount required from all Consortium
Members, paid annually, to meet ongoing costs.
b) That any loans offered during 2009 - 2010 to any Gosport resident will
be found from monies made available by the successful Regional
Housing Board bid, not from Gosport Borough Council. Furthermore,
all monies repaid for this loan will be re-cycled by the Southern Home
Loan Partnership to be used in future loans to Gosport residents. No
monies in this fund may be used by residents in any other area except
those residing in Gosport Borough itself.

4.3 There will be no impact on the 2009 - 2010 Grant Budget from loans made
by the Southern Home Loans Partnership.
5 Capital Spending Proposal 2009 - 10
5.1 The approved capital programme elements of this Policy are as follows:
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Mandatory Grants
Mandatory Disabled Facilities Grants (DFG’s)

£325,000

Discretionary Grants
Home Repair Assistance Grants (HRA’s)
[for emergency priority disabled aids &
adaptations only]
Regional Housing Board

£ 15,000
£ 60,000

Total

£400,000

Disabled Facilities Grants are mandatory. That is; all local Housing
Authorities, including Gosport Borough Council, must provide this type of
grant aid upon the receipt of a full and proper application from a person who
is registered (or registerable) disabled. For a number of years the Council
would claim subsidy from the Government of the South East (GOSE) of up to
60% of the value of Disabled Facilities Grants completed in the financial
year: This process was changed by the Government on 1 July 2008. Now,
the Government provides all Local Authorities with a fixed maximum amount.
For Gosport Borough Council in the forthcoming year this amount is
£240,000. The Borough Council is expected to meet all commitment on
Disabled Facilities Grants up to and above that figure, as they are mandatory
grants. It is proposed that the Borough Council’s add £85,000 to the amount
provided by the Government, which equates to a total proposed spend of
£325,000 on Mandatory Disabled Facilities Grants. Unfortunately the legal
process required to approve a Mandatory Disabled Facilities Grant is lengthy
and cannot accommodate emergency situations. So, in addition to this
figure it is proposed to allocate a small sum of £15,000 for “fast track”
Discretionary Home Repair Assistance Grants (HRA’s) for use in priority
situations for emergency disabled aids and adaptations. By doing so the
Council would be recognising that there are several instances each year
when a small amount of grant aid, delivered quickly, would do a
disproportionate amount of good. For instance, to quickly provide a stairlift
so that a patient may leave hospital, and so prevent bed-blocking. The total
cost to the Borough Council of its contributions to mandatory and
discretionary grants is £160,000. The Borough Council received further
funding from another Regional Housing Board bid in 2007-08. So, of this
total the Borough Council will meet £100,000 (which covers the Mandatory
and Discretionary aids and adaptations for registered and registerable
disabled residents in the Borough) cover and the Regional Housing Board
£60,000 (which covers assistance to help private sector properties attain the
Decent Homes Standard).
5.2 Private Sector House Condition Survey:
The Government advice recommends that surveys be repeated at intervals
of not more than five years. The Government Office for the South East has
indicated that failure to obtain reliable data will adversely affect the
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assessment of the Council’s overall housing performance. Independent
surveyors last undertook this work on behalf of the Borough Council in 200405 and the results have assisted in formulating this Housing Renewal Policy.
As the next survey is due Gosport has joined a consortium of ten Hampshire
local authorities with the intention of undertaking the next Private Sector
House Condition Survey in 2009-10. By forming a Consortium a price
discount is anticipated from the winning tender.

5.3 The spending proposals for 2009-10 are therefore as follows:–
Mandatory Disabled Facilities Grants (DFG’s)

£325,000

Home Repair Assistance Grants (HRA’s)
[for emergency priority disabled aids &
adaptations only]

£ 15,000

Conversion Grants

£ 45,000

Handyperson Service

£ 10,000

Homecheck Scheme

£

Total

£400,000

GOSE contribution to Disabled Facilities Grants

£240,000

Regional Housing Board

£ 60,000

Net Cost to Gosport Borough Council

£100,000

Gosport Private Sector House Condition Survey
2009-10

£60,000

Net Cost to Gosport Borough Council

£60,000

5,000

Details of the proposed grants can be found in Section 8 of the draft Policy.
6 Conclusion
6.1 The 2009 -2010 Housing Renewal Policy will enable the Council to perform
the key functions in this area.
6.2 Approving the additions to the Housing Renewal Policy will help the Council
to meet Government objectives. The Government has made it clear that it
acknowledges the importance of private sector housing and its effect on the
health of the nation, and who should bear responsibility for repairs in that
sector:
“Poor quality housing can have an impact on the health of the occupants and
on the quality of life in an area. The Government’s view is that it is primarily
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the responsibility of homeowners to maintain their own property.”
[Introduction, paragraph 2; Housing Renewal Guidance (Consultative
Document), June 2002]
The Government has also stressed that Local Authorities have a key role in
steering homeowners on the road to self-reliance and away from a grant
dependency culture. However, the Government has also stressed that it
would consider that an Authority was failing in its duty as a housing enabler
and in its responsibility to consider the condition of the local private sector
stock if it did not make some provision for assistance:
“A blanket ‘no assistance policy’, whether for grants, loans or both, would
therefore be unacceptable.” [paragraph 4.3, Housing Renewal Guidance
(Consultative Document), June 2002]
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Financial Services comments:

The net cost to the Council included in the
capital budget for 2009 - 2010 is £100,000 £85,000 for Mandatory Disabled Facilities
Grants and £15,000 for Discretionary Home
Repair Assistance Grants [for emergency
priority disabled aids and adaptations]. All
other discretionary grant items have been
met via £60,000 funding from the Regional
Housing Board.

Legal Services comments:
Service Improvement Plan
implications:

None for the purposes of this report.
The implementation and monitoring of the
Housing Renewal Policy will be part of the
Housing Service Improvement Plan for 2009
- 2010
This report links to the Corporate Plan
Strategic Priorities of Places and People
Risk assessments have been carried out for
separate elements of the Housing Renewal
Policy:

Corporate Plan:
Risk Assessment:

Southern Home Loans Partnership –
Medium likelihood/Medium Severity. Risk
Status: Medium
The
Regulatory
Reform
(Housing
Assistance) (England and Wales) Order
2002 (S.I. 1860).

Background papers:

Housing Renewal Guidance (Consultative
Document) June 2002 (ODPM)
Gosport Private Sector House Condition
Survey 2004 - 2005
Housing Renewal Policy 2008 - 2009 (in the
Members Room)
Appendices/Enclosures:
Appendix ‘A’

Major changes in the Housing Renewal
Policy 2009 -2010 over the previous (2008 2009) Housing Renewal Policy
Trevor Charlesworth Principal EHO / Oona
Hickson Head of Strategy & Enabling

Report author/ Lead Officer:
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APPENDIX A
Major changes in the Housing Renewal Policy 2009-10
Introduction:
This Appendix is a précis of the major changes over the previous (2008-09)
Housing Renewal Policy. These are usually changes that have been
necessitated by the publication of new research.
Main Changes:
2.10 Proposed Bus Rapid Transport System.
4.14 Problem of using socio-economic targets for the Decent Homes
Standard.
4.16 Winter mortality rates.
5.3 Government changes to how Disabled Facilities Grant money is allocated.
5.4 Amount of money allocated for Grant purposes.
6.7.2 & 8.4 Discretionary Home Repairs Assistance Grant to allocate
resources to registered/registerable disabled for emergency aids/adaptations
only.
6.7.4 Homecheck Scheme and omission of Low Cost Energy Efficiency
Grants.
8.6 Homecheck Scheme
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AGENDA NO 7
GOSPORT BOROUGH COUNCIL
REPORT TO THE:

POLICY & ORGANISATION BOARD

MEETING DATE:

11 MARCH 2009

TITLE:

MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL
STRATEGY AND CAPITAL
STRATEGY

AUTHOR:

FINANCIAL SERVICES MANAGER

STATUS:

FOR DECISION

PURPOSE OF REPORT
To consider the updated Medium Term Financial and Capital Strategies.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Medium Term Financial Strategy and Capital
Strategy be approved.

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The Council reviews and approves the Medium Term Financial
Strategy and Capital Strategy each year. Following the recent
completion of the budget cycle for 2009/10, it is timely to review these
strategies prior to consideration of a budget strategy for 2010/11 by this
Board in June.

2.0

REPORT

2.1

Budget preparation will commence in July and will incorporate
requirements resulting from Council priorities identified from Capital
Strategies, Community Strategy, Corporate Plan and Best Value action
plans.

2.2

There is a statutory requirement to produce a balanced budget with
formal consideration of robustness (risk) and reserve levels. Revised
Medium Term Financial and Capital Strategies are attached as
Appendices 1 and 2 respectively

2.3

Projections contained in the Medium Term Financial Strategy indicate
that substantial increases will be required in the Council’s General
Fund budget over the next 3 years based on the projected costs of
providing current services plus other known commitments.

2.4

To avoid Council Tax capping by Government, a reduction of over £1M
in the base General Fund budget is likely to be required over the next 3
years. This must be achieved by a combination of increasing income
and reducing expenditure on services, including achieving efficiencies.
The Council does not have sufficient reserves to meet the forecast
budget increases for any sustained period of time.

2.5

The Service Review process may highlight areas where economies
can be achieved but services provided in excess of statutory
requirements or the normal level for district councils should also be
examined. (These are services where Gosport currently chooses to
provide a high service level and where the subsidy from the local
taxpayers may not be sustainable in the longer term).

2.6

Difficult choices may have to be made in order to deliver the necessary
level of savings to avoid the risk of capping or intervention. It is likely
that the Government will continue to view Council Tax rises
approaching 5% as excessive for the purposes of capping.

2.7

There is also need to continue to prioritise capital projects within the
Capital Programme, particularly considering affordability and impact on
local tax levels. The Capital Strategy indicates the considerations that
are necessary in order to achieve this.

2.8

The Capital Strategy also sets out a framework for monitoring the
progress of ongoing schemes in addition to establishing a process of
post implementation review of completed Projects. This review will
assess each project’s success in terms of adhering to the budget,
whether the targeted completion date has been achieved and whether
the anticipated outputs and outcomes (as stated on the Capital
Scheme Proposal Form) have been delivered.

3.0

CONCLUSION

3.1

Both the Medium Term Financial Strategy and Capital Strategy are key
documents affecting the financial future of the Council. Adoption of
these strategies is important in terms of best practice and measured by
the use of resources element of external inspection.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Financial Implications:
Legal Implications:

See Report
As the report sets out the Council
has to set balanced budgets and to
undertake its functions effectively,
efficiently and economically
None

Service Improvement Plan
implications:
Corporate Plan:
Risk Assessment:

Risk of capping/intervention, see
2.7
None
See Council Budget 2008/9 Report
1. Medium
Term
Financial
Strategy
2. Capital Strategy
Julian Bowcher

Background Papers:
Background papers:
Appendices/Enclosures:

Report Author/Lead Officer
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Appendix 1

GOSPORT BOROUGH COUNCIL

MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY

2009/10-2013/14
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Appendix 1

GOSPORT BOROUGH COUNCIL
MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY 2009/10-2013/14

1. 0

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
1.1

Introduction
The purpose of the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) is to
provide the overall framework for the financial investment in services
from 2009-2014. Updated and reviewed at least annually, the MTFS
helps to ensure that the Council’s financial resources are targeted to
achieve the strategic priorities and values contained within the
Council’s Corporate Plan.
The MTFS also provides a link to other financially related strategies
including the Capital Strategy, Asset Management Plan, Treasury
Management Strategy and Workforce Development Strategy.

1.2

The Council’s Mission
The MTFS plays a key role in helping achieve the Council’s mission
of ‘To work with our community to improve everyone’s quality of life
and deliver a sustainable future for the Borough.’ by providing an
efficient, effective and robust financial framework which will enable
the Council to focus resources on its stated priorities.

1.3

Objectives of the Strategy
The main objectives of the Medium Term Financial Strategy are:To help ensure that the Council’s financial resources are sufficient to
achieve its stated objectives within the Corporate Plan including
strategic priorities and core values;
To seek to minimise net debt and maximise income in order to
provide investment in economic and efficient services within Council
Tax increases below the level that might result in the possibility
capping by the Government;
To ensure that the Council maintains an adequate level of General
Reserves to both meet unforeseen events and help reduce
vulnerability to significant fluctuations in Council Tax levels;
To provide both a link and framework to other financially related
strategies;
To provide a single document to communicate the financial aims and
objectives to staff and stakeholders alike;
Projection of resource requirements over a 5 year period;
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Appendix 1
2.0

REVENUE
General Fund Base Budget 2009/10
2.1

The current year’s budget is divided into the following services:

Gosport Borough Services

Gross
Expenditure
£'000

Gross
Income
£'000

Net
Budget
£'000

1,774
3,448
20,234
11,285
1,817
2,870
2,481
9,098
53,007
-97
52,910

198
764
19,436
11,346
181
814
853
6,346
39,938
0
39,938

1,576
2,684
798
-61
1,636
2,056
1,628
2,752
13,069
-97
12,972

Environmental Health Services
Parks and Leisure Activities
Housing Services
Council Housing
Refuse Collection
Town Planning & Development
Transportation
Other Services and Expenses
Sub-Total
Transfer from Balances
TOTAL

2.2

The net budget for 2009/10 represented a 2.5% Council Tax increase
over 2008/09. This can be seen from the following table:-

Gosport-Percentage Council tax increase for 2009/10

Council's additional budget needs
Increased Government Grant
Transfer from reserves
Less Council Tax Collection Fund Surplus
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6.8%
-0.7%
-1.8%
4.3%
-1.8%
2.5%

Appendix 1
2.3

Revenue Budget Projections 2010/11-2013/14
A forecast of the revenue budget for the next four years is shown
below and takes into account any significant variations in income and
expenditure that are presently known or anticipated. It must be
recognised that this projection is subject to considerable variation for
a number of reasons such as changes in demand for Council
services, new or amended Central Government legislation (including
the Government Grant Settlement) and the external economic
environment in which the Council has to operate. It is however, still
essential that this analysis is undertaken and updated as necessary
in order that any potential budget problems or opportunities are
quickly identified and the appropriate action undertaken.
PROJECTED GENERAL FUND BUDGET FOR THE YEARS TO 2013/14

2010/11
A 2009/10 Base Budget

12,972

B Revenue Increases
Local Elections
Major Contract re-tendering
Leisure Centre
Reserves
Pension Contributions
Other

(£'000)
20011/12 2012/13

12,972

12,972

12,972

50
70
-6
167
156
13,297

350
-100
50
140
1
441
196
13,609

53
350
-100
50
210
1
564
417
13,953

350
-100
50
280
1
581
451
14,004

-114
65
-49
13,344

-189
130
-59
13,668

-189
175
-14
13,967

-189
190
1
14,003

53

C Additional Financing Charges *
D (A+B+C)
E Less Revenue Decreases
Specific Grants
Revenue Streams
F PROJECTED BUDGET TOTALS
(D-E)
INFLATION
PROJECTED BUDGET TOTALS
INCLUDING INFLATION
BUDGET INCREASE (%)
POTENTIAL COUNCIL TAX
INCREASE (%)

*Arising from the Capital Programme
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2013/14

260

660

1160

1660

13,604

14,328

15,127

15,663

4.9

5.3

5.6

3.5

11.2

9.6

9.7

5.3
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2.4

Action will be taken to cut the projected cost of services to an
affordable level and/or increase income in order to reduce the
required Council Tax rises to a level that will avoid capping in coming
years. The reductions necessary to the Council’s projected General
Fund budget to achieve a Council Tax increase of 4.5% (below likely
capping level) and incorporating latest inflation projections amount to
£376,000 in 2010/11, a further £343,000 in 2011/12 and an additional
£402,000 in 2012/13.
General Fund Working Balance

2.5

A key objective of the Strategy is:‘To ensure that the Council maintains a realistic level of General
Reserves to both meet unforeseen events and help stabilise annual
fluctuations in Council Tax Levels’

2.6 The Council’s Working Balance minimum prudent target level of 7% of
net expenditure has been dropped from 2009/10 and the balance
frozen at £890,000. It has previously required budget contributions and
use of council tax collection fund surpluses in order to maintain the
percentage link. Although still very low compared to most local
authorities, it is now considered appropriate to cap the Working
Balance, subject to annual review of budget risk. This will ease
pressure on Council Tax levels slightly and should allow a faster build
up of the Revenue Financing Reserve in future for application to
spend-to save initiatives etc.
2.7 Gosport’s working balance remains in the lower quartile compared to
other local authorities. This is considered appropriate as the Council is
conscious that the balance represents local taxpayers’ funds set-aside
and not directly contributing to service provision.
Revenue Financing Reserve
2.8 The Revenue Financing Reserve (RFR) is a provision available for
general use, although it is particularly targeted at:-reducing exposure to risk by helping to underwrite uninsurable risks
and by saving premiums where self insurance is undertaken;
-helping to ensure that variations in annual maintenance
requirements can be adequately financed
-helping achieve efficiencies by providing funding for spend to save
initiatives.
2.9 It is considered that maintaining a viable RFR is an essential element
for improved management of the Council’s finances. In order to
achieve this, the approved Council policy is that the RFR will receive
General Fund Contributions from year end savings, a base budget
contribution and Council Tax Collection Fund surpluses (subject to the
working balance first being maintained at an appropriate level).
7/9
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3.

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT
Housing Revenue Account (HRA)
3.1

The HRA comprises expenditure and income relating to Council
houses and the provision of services to tenants. This includes
management and the repair and maintenance of stock and the rent
and income from other sources such as housing subsidy.

3.2

The determination of future expenditure patterns relies upon the
following key elements:


Repair and maintenance needs of the stock



Meeting the decent homes standard



Aspirations of the tenants



Rent convergence



The resources available.

HRA Business Planning
3.3

An HRA business planning model has been developed and covers all
the expenditure and income areas listed below for a 10 year period.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.4

Rental income
Service charge income
Garage and other HRA income
Void levels and rental income forgone
Mortgage interest
Management and maintenance expenditure
Housing Subsidy
Debt management costs
Additional expenditure
Depreciation
Working balances.

The plan highlights some of the major issues and pressures affecting
the Housing Revenue Account. In particular the level of future rent
increases, maintaining adequate balance levels and supporting the
costs of maintenance and improvement work on the housing stock
will represent major challenges for the future.
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HRA Rent Income
3.5

The Council is currently operating its rent setting policy within the
national rent restructuring framework which was introduced in
2002/2003.The original aim of this framework was to put all Council
house rents on the same clear and transparent basis. It was
expected that there would be comparability with Registered Social
Landlord rents in the same area and it would take 10 years to
achieve this.

3.6

The rent charged would also reflect size of the property, value of the
property, average earnings and a percentage uplift to reflect inflation
and Government policy. In effect this meant that the Council could
not be wholly independent in being able to decide what rent was
appropriate for its own area and would be dependent upon
Government policy and inflation rates when deciding what rental
increase should be applied.

3.7

The Government bases its subsidy calculations on a notional HRA.
This notional HRA makes assumptions about the rent levels this
Council should be charging. There is currently a variation between
the notional HRA rent level assumptions (known as the guideline
rent) and actual rents charged to Gosport Council tenants. The
difference currently stands at an average of £3.86 rent per week less
being charged to Gosport Council tenants than is calculated within
the notional HRA. The Government currently calculates that this
Council charges £66.72 on average per week over 52 weeks
(2009/10). The budgeted charge is £62.86 per week on average. This
is partially offset by an average service charge of £1.60 per week.

3.8

The Grant Subsidy system requires a contribution from the HRA
calculated on the assumption that this Council charges £66.70 on
average per week over 52 weeks. The annual loss to the HRA
through not charging tenants at guideline rent is calculated at
£380,000.

3.9

It is considered essential that the gap between guideline rents and
actual rents is reduced, and the HRA Business Plan assumes from
20011/2012 to 2014/2015 rents will increase at a percentage point
above the increase in guideline rent.
Housing Revenue Account Subsidy

3.10

The Housing Revenue Account Subsidy is an assessment of the
entitlement to Government support for Council housing based on
calculations derived from a ‘notional’ Housing Revenue Account .In
broad terms the Government takes what it believes an Authority
needs to spend and deducts from this the income they believe an
Authority should raise, this difference being the subsidy entitlement.
This Authority’s ‘notional’ income is greater than its notional
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expenditure, meaning this Authority makes a payment in respect of
negative subsidy to the Government. The subsidy settlement for the
financial year 2008/2009 was particularly severe for this authority
with an additional £1,080,000 payable to the Government.
This was due to a significant increase in notional income (5.37%)
whilst notional expenditure remained at the same level as before.
3.11

The draft housing subsidy settlement for the financial year 2009/2010
shows an increase of £360,000 payable to Central Government. This
means that this Council will now pay £3.524M in subsidy which
equates to £0.34 in every £1 collected. This is primarily due to
guideline rents increasing by 6.2%, management and maintenance
allowances by only 2.7% and Major Repairs Allowance (MRA) by
4%.The subsidy settlement has used the RPI (Retail Price Index)
figure to calculate the guideline rent increase figure and it was
measured at 5.1% for the subsidy determination. A 6.8% average
rent increase has been approved and will enable maintenance
expenditure on Council homes to continue at similar levels and
increase the balance of reserves by approximately £60,000 to
£479,000. (Due to the anticipated deficit in the revised budget for
2008/2009 it is essential that action is taken to protect the level of
HRA reserves in 2009/2010).

Housing Revenue Account working balance

3.12

The HRA working balance is a reserve of the Housing Revenue
Account and is “ring fenced” for this purpose.

3.13

The HRA balance as at 31 March 2007 was £168,000 partly as a
result of an increase in the amount of repair and maintenance work
undertaken in the preceding year which resulted in the budget being
exceeded. The balance is significantly lower than the target figure of
approximately £800,000 (based on £250 per property). As a result a
report was taken to Housing Board in November 2007 outlining a
strategy to restore HRA balances to a more acceptable level and an
increase in balance levels to £677,000 as at 31 March 2008 was
achieved.

3.14

Further expenditure pressures on the Housing Revenue Account
have resulted in an estimated reduction of the balance in the current
year to £418,000 as at 31 March 2009 (although it is currently
predicted this will increase slightly to £479,000 as at 31 March 2010).
Although these balance level projections for 2008/09 and 2009/10
represent a significant improvement on the 31 March 2007 figure, it is
important that a balance nearer the target level is achieved in the
medium to longer term.
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Improvement and Repairs
3.15 The Housing services Asset Management Strategy and Action plan
2008 was submitted to Housing Board on 21 January 2009. It is
recognised that the full aspirations of this strategy cannot be
achieved when taking into account current and predicted Capital
resources (as included in the Housing Revenue Account Business
Plan).
3.16

4.0

A further report is being considered by Housing Board on 4th March
2009 (Housing Repairs Programme 2009/10) regarding the capital
investment that can be achieved and outlining where the aspirations
of the Asset Management Strategy cannot be met. Analysis of the
Council’s stock completed by Housing services surveyors during the
stock condition survey shows that the level of capital investment over
the next 10-15 years equates to £3.6M per annum (at 2007 prices).
The Major Repairs Allowance (MRA) is anticipated to be in the region
of £2.1M to £2.6M leaving a capital funding gap of between £1M to
£1.5M per annum. Work is currently underway to identify how this
funding issue can be resolved.

CAPITAL
Capital Priorities and Selection Process
4.1

In order to ensure that the Council’s Capital expenditure is targeted
at achieving the Council’s Priorities capital projects must be
evaluated and prioritised before they are recommended for inclusion
in the Draft Capital Programme which is considered by Members as
part of the budget process.

4.2

In order to achieve this every proposed scheme is assessed using
the Council’s Capital Scheme Proposal Form which covers a number
of key areas of information including examining how the scheme will
contribute to the Council’s Strategic Priorities and the
outputs/outcomes that will be achieved. The form also requires other
important information to be detailed including that relating to the cost
(both capital and associated revenue implications), funding,
programming and risk associated with the project.

4.3

The projects are then considered by the Council’s Management
Team with particular attention to the contribution to the priorities
detailed within the Corporate Plan and associated Corporate Action
Statement. The Team then make recommendations to Members on
the Schemes to consider and pursue as part of the Council’s Capital
Programme.
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Prudential Framework /Impact on Revenue Account
4.4

The Local Government Act 2003 introduced major changes to the
capital funding regime with effect from 1 April 2004.The previous
system of controlling Councils capital expenditure by limiting
borrowing through the use of credit approvals was replaced by a
more flexible system based on affordability.

4.5

The prudential capital finance system (Prudential Framework) allows
the Council to make its own borrowing decisions using agreed
professional principles as set out in the Prudential Code to ensure
that any new borrowing is affordable and prudent.

4.6

The main advantages of the increased freedom to borrow under the
Prudential Framework are:-

4.7

(i)

The ability to bring forward capital schemes that would not
otherwise have been possible to fund in the short to medium
term under the previous capital financing regime.

(ii)

Spend-to-Save Schemes where the cost of the borrowing
associated with the capital expenditure on a Scheme can be
wholly or partly met by revenue savings arising as a result of
the project being carried out.

(iii)

The ability to raise funding up to 3 years in advance when
market conditions are favourable.

The expenditure possible under (i) will be limited by the ability of the
Council to afford the revenue consequences of the borrowing
undertaken. In any event the anticipated low levels of supported
borrowing, capital grants and other capital funding resources together
with the national pooling of Housing Capital Receipts has resulted in
an increase in the need to borrow to finance Capital Expenditure.
The anticipated increase in financing charges can be seen within the
projected General Fund Budget (paragraph 2.3).
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4.8

Projected Expenditure

Capital Programme 2009/10- 2013/14
2009/10
£,000

2010/11
£,000

2011/12
£,000

2012/13
£,000

2013/14
£,000

Housing (HRA)
Housing (General Fund)
Community & Environment
Policy & Organisation

2,300
1,470
8,866
2,060

2,474
730
8,132
321

2,174
730
1,250
401

2,174
430
735
250

2,174
430
35
250

Total Capital Programme

14,696

11,657

4,555

3,589

2,889

2,160
300
299
980
4,896
4,163
1,798
100

2,160
300

2,160
300

2,160
240

2,160
240

300
967
3,065
4,551
314

300
1,265
516
14

350
225
600
14

225
250
14

14,696

11,657

4,555

3,589

2,889

Major Repairs Allowance - HRA
Specific Capital Grants - GF
Commuted sums-GF
Developer Contributions for Social Housing - GF
Other Grants and Contributions - GF
Anticipated Capital Receipts -GF
Local Resources - Prudential Borrowing - GF
Local Resources - Prudential Borrowing - HRA
Total Capital Funding

4.9

A significant proportion of the planned capital expenditure relates to the
Community and Environment Board, the main schemes being the new
Holbrook Recreation Centre and the replacement of the Landing Stage.

5.0

TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

5.1

The treasury management service is an important part of the overall
financial management of the Council’s affairs. Its importance has increased
as a result of the freedoms provided by the Prudential Code. Whilst the
prudential indicators above consider the affordability and impact of capital
expenditure decisions, the treasury service covers the effective funding of
these decisions. There are also specific treasury prudential indicators.

5.2

The Council’s activities are strictly regulated by statutory requirements and
a professional code of practice (the CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury
Management).

5.3

An annual strategy is required to be recommended to Council outlining the
expected treasury activity for the forthcoming 3 years and a further report is
produced after the year-end to report on actual activity for the year. This
report includes the Treasury Management Strategy for 2009/2010.

5.4

A key requirement is to explain both the risks associated with the treasury
service and how those risks are to be managed.
This strategy covers:


The current treasury position
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5.5



The expected movement in interest rates



The Council’s borrowing and debt strategy



The Council’s investment strategy (in compliance with the DCLG
guidance)



Treasury performance indicators

Treasury Position
The council had a net investment of £1.823M at 31 March 2008 which is
forecast to increase to £2.904M at 31 March 2009.
In view of the uncertainties and higher risk levels that have recently
developed in the money markets, a very risk averse policy is being operated
that is substantially within the parameters set by Council. Current emphasis
is on security and liquidity at the expense of revenue returns.
The authority to respond to different interest rates throughout the financial
year is delegated to the Borough Treasurer. In his absence the Council’s
response to short term fluctuations is jointly agreed between any two of the
Financial Services Manager, the Head of Accountancy, and the Group
Accountant. There is a clear segregation of duties between setting up and
authorising loans and investments.
In 2008/09 to date, the Council has been in a net investment position. This
is expected to move to a net borrowing position in line with capital
programme projections although the speed and degree of this will depend
on the progress with capital schemes, the success in raising capital receipts
and the uncertainties of the economic recovery.
Maturing investments in 2009/10 will be required to fund the capital
programme and the projected need for available cash resources will be
balanced against new capital receipts and the availability of low rates of
interest for long term loans through the Public Works Loans Board. The
robust management of capital budgets and schemes is a prerequisite to
forward planning to ensure the availability of cash resources.
There is a clear operational difficulty arising from the current banking crisis.
Ideally investments would be invested longer to secure better returns,
however uncertainty over counterparty creditworthiness suggests shorter
dated investments would provide lower exposure to risks.
Expected Movement in Interest Rates
The UK economy has entered a profound recession, worsened by a
dangerous combination of negative growth and dislocation in the domestic
and world financial markets. The situation in the economy is considered
critical by the policy setters who are concerned that the testing financial
environment, the sharp decline in house prices and persistently tight credit
conditions could trigger a collapse in consumer confidence. At best this
could deliver a short, sharp downturn, at worst a prolonged Japanese-style
recession.
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The Bank is expected to continue to ease policy and the need to drive
commercial interest rates, currently underpinned by the illiquidity of the
money market, to much lower levels suggests the approach will be more
aggressive than might otherwise have been the case. Only when the
markets return to some semblance of normality will official rates be edged
higher.


Borrowing and Debt Strategy 2009/10 – 2010/11

The growing uncertainty over future interest rates increases the risks
associated with treasury activity. As a result the Council will take a cautious
approach to its treasury strategy.
The Borough Treasurer, under delegated powers, will take the most
appropriate form of borrowing depending on the prevailing interest rates at
the time, taking into account the risks shown in the forecast above.
o

All long-term loans (in excess of 365 days) to be raised through the
PWLB, Bond Issue or Loan Receipt (1989 Housing Act).
o All short term loans (less than 365 days) to be raised through
dealings on the London Money Markets using
› Garban Harlow Ueda Limited,
› Tradition UK Limited
› ICAP
› R P Martins
› Other brokers at the discretion of the Borough Treasurer
› Or Directly via the Council’s bank
Returns are to be maximised by efficiency rather than risk – primarily by
enhanced monitoring of capital projects and cash flows.


Investment Strategy 2009/10 – 2011/12
o

In order to limit interest rate exposure all investments are to be fixed
rate transactions

o

No Investments to exceed 364 days

o

A £3m limit with any single body

o

A minimum credit rating with Moodys Credit Rating Agency of P1
Short Term, Aa3 Long Term. Credit ratings are monitored closely on
at least a weekly basis.

o

Investments to be placed with
›

The Nationwide, Britannia and Yorkshire mutual / building
societies, (biggest 3)

›

Irish Banks (The January 2007 policy amendment to invest with
Irish banks was not carried forward to the January 2008 policy
statement due to an oversight and this is now corrected to
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formalise current lending. No further investments will be made in
these institutions in the foreseeable future)

6.0

o

Short term surplus funds are to be invested in money market funds
or deposit accounts as operated by the Council’s bank, these offer
immediate deposit and withdrawal facilities but still at advantageous
rates of interest.

o

The main principles governing the Council’s investment criteria are
the security and liquidity of its investments, although the yield or
return on the investment will be a consideration, subject to adequate
security and liquidity.

BUDGET STRATEGY AND PROCESS
6.1

The Council’s Corporate Plan 2005-2008 was approved by Full
Council in October 2005. The Council’s Strategic Priorities are
categorised under four main headings namely, People, Places,
Prosperity and the Pursuit of Excellence (contained within the
Corporate Plan). An update of the plan for 2009-12 is currently being
prepared.
The Corporate Action Statements (contained within the Corporate
plan) underpin the delivery of the Corporate Priorities. Any budgetary
implications arising from the actions outlined in Service Improvement
Plans are included within the Council’s initial Draft Budget.
Depending on the resource constraints affecting the Council these
are either ultimately approved or if this is not possible the unit SIP is
amended to reflect this.
There is a statutory requirement to produce a robust balanced budget
with formal consideration of reserve levels.
Budget preparation will commence in July and will incorporate
requirements resulting from Council priorities identified from Capital
Strategies, Community Strategy, Corporate Plan and Best Value
action plans.

6.2

Budget preparation commences annually in July and culminates in
recommendations to Boards and Council the following
January/February.

6.3

Budget preparation is “zero-based” where appropriate and new bids
are minimised. Maintenance proposals are provided for according to
the latest Asset Management Planning requirements.

6.4

Prudent inflation parameters are used in the build up of the initial
budgets.
(It should be noted that many areas of the Council’s expenditure e.g.
contracts, are subject to inflationary pressures that can substantially
exceed general inflation.)
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7.0

6.5

One-off sources of income will not be used to fund ongoing base
expenditure requirements.

6.6

There is a need to consider and prioritise capital projects within the
Capital Programme and consider affordability, including impact on
local tax levels as part of the Budget Process.

6.7

Once the Council’s budget is set and the precepting authorities’
requirements known Council set Council Tax levels for the
forthcoming year. This has to be done by 11 March.

6.8

In the interest of sustainability, the Council will not generally budget
to use one-off or short-term revenue grants on expenditure that is
properly part of its base budget requirements.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND INSURANCE
7.1

Risk Management
7.1.1 The Council recognises the importance of an effective risk
management process covering all aspects of the significant
business risks that the authority faces. Although much has
already been achieved, further development of the risk
management process remains a key priority of the Council and
significant resource has been earmarked for this purpose.
7.1.2 The Council has an agreed Risk Management Strategy in
place. All capital schemes must be risk assessed as part of
the approval process. In addition a risk register is in operation
that assesses financial risks as part of its overall framework.
Finally, a corporate risk management group meets bi-monthly
to discuss key risk issues that influence the Council's day to
day business and to further develop and critically review the
risk management process.
7.1.3 The Budget report to Council and the Budget Book highlights
the principal areas of risk with an assessment of likelihood and
impact on the budget.

7.2 Insurance
7.2.1 The Council has a range of insurance policies which help
safeguard against many of the higher financial risk areas
particularly relating to property and public liability insurance.
The general insurance market has seen marked increases in
premiums in recent years and this together with a poor recent
claims history has led to the cost of this Council’s insurance
portfolio increasing significantly. The Council is, however,
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currently in the process of tendering its insurance portfolio and
it is considered likely that an improvement in the competition in
the Local Authority Insurance market together with the
Council’s improving claims history will result in future
insurance premium savings.
7.2.2 The Risk Management Group monitors recent claims to
ascertain any patterns and seek appropriate preventative
measures.
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CAPITAL STRATEGY
1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The main purpose of the Capital Strategy is to outline how the Council decides what Capital
Projects are supported and the process that is undertaken to make sure that these are in line with
the Council’s priorities and objectives.

1.2

The funding options and constraints relating to the funding of the programme are explored for
the Capital Programme 2009-14.

2.0

FINANCIAL AND ASSET INFORMATION
Revenue Budget
The Council’s gross revenue budget 2009/10 totals £52.910 Million, which after deducting gross
income of £39.938 Million results in a net revenue budget of £12.972 Million
Assets
The Authority’s asset base is dominated by its housing stock, which numbered 3,249 properties on
31 March 2008 with an estimated value of over £158 Million representing 75.6% of the total fixed
asset value of £210 Million.

Table One:
Council Assets 2008

Council Dwellings
Other Land and Buildings
Vehicles Plant and Equipment
Infrastructure
Community Assets
Non Operational assets
Intangible Assets
Total

£
Millions
158.8
15.4
1.1
12.5
4.0
18.2
0.2
210.2

%
75.6
7.3
0.5
5.9
1.9
8.7
0.1

2.1

The relatively high proportion of Infrastructure Assets (£12.5M) is primarily due to the coastal nature
of the Authority and is comprised of sea defence features such as sea walls and pontoons. The
Community Assets (£4.0M) include land set aside for recreation and leisure purposes (including the
27 designated parks within the Borough) although the artefacts at Priddy’s Hard Museum (£1.6M) is
the largest item in valuation terms.

2.2

The relatively low number of operational properties is both the result of the small size of the
Authority and the transfer by lease of both the Holbrook Leisure Centre and the Council’s Wilmott
Lane Depot (both listed as non operational properties) to private sector service providers following
externalisation. The main assets remaining in this category are Council garages, car parks and the
Town Hall.

2.3

The number of non-operational investment properties is also relatively low compared to many
Authorities. This can be partially attributed to the Council having had a policy in recent years of
actively seeking disposal opportunities to assist with the funding of the Capital Programme. The
main assets within this category include Holbrook Recreation Centre, the Bus station and Ferry
Terminal, Huhtamaki Factory (land) and Wilmott Lane Depot
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3.0

THE COUNCIL’S OBJECTIVES

3.1

The diagram below shows how the Council’s objectives are identified and incorporated within the
strategies and plans of the Council to ensure that the limited resources available are targeted to the
areas considered most important.

3.2

The Local Strategic Partnership is comprised of the Gosport’s major organisations, agencies and
stakeholders who have together identified the community’s priorities and detailed them in Gosport’s
Community Strategy 2026 Vision. Each partner is then expected to take these agreed priorities and
objectives into account ensuring they feed into their own organisation’s plans and strategies.

3.3

The Corporate Plan 2005/08 which is reviewed annually (an update of the plan for 2009-12 is
currently being prepared) was approved by the Borough Council in October 2005 and is the key
document for setting out the Council’s objectives detailing the Councils Mission, values and
strategic priorities many arising from the Community Strategy/2026 Vision.
The Council’s mission is:
‘To work with our community to improve everyone’s quality of life and deliver a sustainable
future for the Borough’.
A number of Core Values are also identified under the headings of Participation, Performance,
Partnership, People and Political Processes to help the Council to meet its aspiration to be
recognised as an open and responsive organisation, regarded as excellent and at the centre of the
community.
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The Corporate Plan also lists the Councils Strategic Priorities under the four main headings of:
People
Places
Prosperity
Pursuit of Excellence
People, Places and Prosperity are the cornerstones of Gosport’s 2026 Vision whilst Pursuit of
Excellence embraces the core values.
The Council’s Strategic Priorities are a combination of the priorities of local people, national
priorities set by Central Government and the challenges arising from Gosport’s changing social,
economic and environmental context.
3.4

As shown in the diagram the principal purpose of the various Strategies of the Council are to help
set out a framework to assist the achievement of the objectives and strategic priorities of the
Council. The Capital Strategy seeks to ensure that the Council’s limited Capital Resources are best
used to achieve this objective.

4.0

THE SELECTION AND PRIORITISATION OF CAPITAL PROJECTS

4.1

In order to ensure that the Council’s Capital expenditure is targeted at achieving the Council’s
Priorities capital projects must be evaluated and prioritised before they are recommended for
inclusion in the Draft Capital Programme which is considered by Members as part of the budget
process.

4.2

In order to achieve this, proposed schemes are assessed using the Council’s Capital Scheme
Proposal Form which covers a number of key areas of information including examining how the
scheme will contribute to the Council’s Strategic Priorities, core values, partnership priorities and
the outputs/outcomes that will be achieved. The form also requires other important information to
be detailed including that relating to the cost (both capital and associated revenue implications),
funding, programming and the risk associated with the project.

4.3

The projects are then considered by the Council’s Management Team with particular attention on
their contribution to the priorities detailed within the Corporate Plan and associated Corporate
Action Statement. The Team then make recommendations to Members on the schemes to consider
and pursue as part of the Council’s Capital Programme.

5.0

FINANCING THE CAPITAL PROGRAMME

5.1

The Local Government Act 2003 introduced major changes to the capital funding regime with effect
from 1 April 2004.The previous system of controlling Councils capital expenditure by limiting
borrowing through the use of credit approvals was replaced by a more flexible system based on
affordability.

5.2

The new prudential capital finance system (Prudential Framework) allows the Council to make its
own borrowing decisions using agreed professional principles (as set out in the Prudential Code
which has been developed by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy CIPFA) to
ensure that any new borrowing is affordable and prudent.

5.3

The main advantages of the increased freedom to borrow under the Prudential Framework are: (i)

The ability to bring forward capital schemes that would not otherwise have been
possible to fund in the short to medium term under the previous capital financing
regime.
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(ii)

Spend-to-Save Schemes where the cost of the borrowing associated with the capital
expenditure on a Scheme can be wholly or partly met by revenue savings arising as a
result of the project being carried out.

(iii)

The ability to raise funding up to 3 years in advance when market conditions are
favourable.

5.4

The capital expenditure possible through the prudential framework will be limited by the ability of the
Council to afford the revenue consequences of the borrowing undertaken placing an increasing
reliance on other sources of Capital Funding. These include:

5.5

Internal Funding
Usable Capital Receipts-Receipts arising from the disposal of Council Land, buildings and
other assets.
Whilst 100% of the receipts arising from the disposal of General Fund Assets can usually be used
to fund capital projects a proportion of those arising from Housing Land (except in certain
circumstances) and Council Houses have to be paid into a Central Government Pool which is then
reallocated. As a result only 50% of the receipts arising from Housing Land and 25% of those
arising from the sale of Council Property are available to directly fund capital projects. Nevertheless
this has been an important source of Capital Funding over recent years although it has reduced
substantially as Council House stock numbers have decreased. The current economic climate and
its effect on the Housing market has resulted in almost no Council House sales being completed.
Revenue Contributions to CapitalRevenue funding of capital projects represents another funding option although due to revenue
budget pressures it has generally not been possible to fund such contributions from the General
Fund. Such contributions from the Housing Revenue Account (ring fenced for Housing Capital
Expenditure) have historically played an important funding role in supporting the Housing Stock
Improvement Programme and the requirement to reach the decent homes standard by 2010. Due
to the current need to restore HRA balances and the worsening of the Housing subsidy position it is
unlikely significant revenue contributions to capital will be possible in the next two years.

5.6

External Funding
Some of the principle sources of external funding are:Major Repairs Allowance (MRA)
The MRA is part of the Housing Subsidy and is designed to reflect the capital cost of keeping the
stock in its current condition. MRA can be used for capital expenditure on any Housing Revenue
Account (HRA) asset but this expenditure should be guided by the HRA Business Plan.
Specified Capital Grants
Government grants given towards certain capital expenditure items such as Disabled Facilities
Grants.
Developer Contributions for Leisure Community and Open Space Facilities
Sums paid by a developer in accordance with a specified formula to facilitate new or upgraded
leisure facilities.
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Developers Contributions for Social Housing
Sums paid by a developer in accordance with a specified formula to be used for the provision of
Social or Affordable Housing.
Other Grants and Partnership Contributions
All other external grants and contributions including lottery funding, football foundation funding,
SRB, non specific developer contributions and organisation contributions

6.0

THE CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2009/10-2013/14

6.1

A summary of the Council’s Capital Programme and proposed funding for the next 3-5 years is set
out in Table Three below.
More detailed breakdowns of the programme and financing
arrangements are available in the Council’s Budget Book.
Capital Programme 2009/10- 2013/14
2009/10
£,000

2010/11
£,000

2011/12
£,000

2012/13
£,000

2013/14
£,000

Housing (HRA)
Housing (General Fund)
Community & Environment
Policy & Organisation

2,300
1,470
8,866
2,060

2,474
730
8,132
321

2,174
730
1,250
401

2,174
430
735
250

2,174
430
35
250

Total Capital Programme

14,696

11,657

4,555

3,589

2,889

2,160
300
299
980
4,896
4,163
1,798
100

2,160
300

2,160
300

2,160
240

2,160
240

300
967
3,065
4,551
314

300
1,265
516
14

350
225
600
14

225
250
14

14,696

11,657

4,555

3,589

2,889

Major Repairs Allowance - HRA
Specific Capital Grants - GF
Commuted sums-GF
Developer Contributions for Social Housing - GF
Other Grants and Contributions - GF
Anticipated Capital Receipts -GF
Local Resources - Prudential Borrowing - GF
Local Resources - Prudential Borrowing - HRA
Total Capital Funding

6.2

A significant proportion of the planned capital expenditure relates to the Community and
Environment Board, the main schemes being the new Holbrook Recreation Centre and the
replacement of the Landing Stage.

6.3

The tendering for the scheme for the replacement of Holbrook Leisure Centre is still ongoing so that
the scheme costs may be subject to significant variation. In addition a detailed risk assessment and
a more detailed test of affordability will be applied before contracts are entered into, in order to
deliver a decision that is up to date and robust, in case of challenge.
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7.0

CAPITAL PROGRAMME AND PROJECT MONITORING

7.1

Once approved it is important the Capital Programme is delivered and a robust monitoring process
is in operation. The Capital Programme is closely monitored and any variation is included in the
Budget Monitor (produced four times each year) which is either distributed to Policy and
Organisation Board Members or where required (such as when a virement or supplementary
estimate is needed) is taken to the Board for decision.

7.2

In addition to the above process a specific project group for larger projects is established to
progress and monitor the progress of the scheme. Although the Capital Programme currently does
not include any large schemes of this nature this approach has worked well in the past as
evidenced by the successful delivery of Gosport’s elements of the Millennium Project. The project
team would also report back regularly to Council Management Team and if issues arise requiring
political decision to the appropriate Council Board. The Corporate methodology for Project
Management is currently being reviewed by the Project Management Working Group who are
looking to further promote and integrate such an approach into the culture of the organisation.

8.0

POST IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW

8.1

The lead officer for each Capital Project will notify the Head Of Accountancy when the project is
completed and a Post Implementation Review form is to be supplied. These forms will then be
considered by Council Management Team.

8.2

The form provides details on how successfully the project has been delivered specifically in relation
to the following:(1) Timing-was the project started/completed by the anticipated dates?
(2) Cost-was the Scheme completed in accordance with the allocated budget?
(3) Objectives-did the scheme achieve the anticipated outputs/outcomes?

9.0

PARTNERSHIP WORKING

9.1

Working in partnership with other organisations from both the private and public sector is an
important way of ensuring the limited Capital Resources available are used efficiently to help
maximise their contribution towards achieving the Corporate Objectives and Priorities. Partnership
working may range from key overarching Partnerships such as those arising from the Local
Strategic Partnership, preferred partners in specific Service areas such as the Key Housing
Association Partners or ‘one off’ schemes where the organisation’s and the Council’s priorities
coincide.

9.2

The Capital Scheme Proposal Form specifically requests information on how the scheme will
develop partnership working, financial and non financial input from other partners and asks how the
scheme will contribute to the partners’ strategies and priorities. This information is taken into
account in the appraisal and prioritisation of the proposed scheme

10.0 MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY
10.1 The Medium Term Financial Strategy provides an overall framework for the financial investment in
services for a five year period. It therefore is closely linked with the Capital Strategy and shows the
affect the Debt Charges arising from the Capital Programme have on the overall revenue budget
and associated Council Tax levels.
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10.2 It is important therefore that any significant alterations in the Capital Strategy are promptly fed into
The Medium Term Financial Strategy to help fully understand the impact of such changes on the
Council’s Finances as a whole.

11.0 ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN
11.1 The Council’s Asset Management Plan helps develop a process to achieve efficient effective and
economical management of its assets. The linkages to the Capital Strategy and Programme are
strong with capital expenditure on Council Assets being a significant element of the Programme
particularly relating to the Council’s Housing Stock.
11.2 It is important that the Council’s property assets are maintained as they play a vital role in the
delivery of the Councils Statutory Services and the delivery of its Corporate Priorities. The Asset
Management Plan informs the Council on the improvement and maintenance requirement of the
Council Assets with the larger schemes being included in the Capital Programme.

12.0 HOUSING BUSINESS PLAN
12.1 The Housing Business Plan is a long term plan for managing the authority’s housing Assets and
financing the necessary investments. It is a key element in ensuring the effective long term
management and maintenance of the Council Housing Stock and should enable the Authority to
operate in a more businesslike manner.
12.2 The Plan should be consistent with the Authorities wider corporate objectives and Housing Strategy
and will inform on the level of Capital Expenditure required on the Housing stock necessary to
achieve the Decent Homes and energy efficiency targets.

13.0 REVIEW OF THE CAPITAL STRATEGY
13.1 It is important that the Capital Strategy is regularly reviewed to take into account any changes in
legislation, capital expenditure requirements, funding position or process improvements. Any
significant changes will be considered by Council Management Team and submitted to Policy and
Organisation Board for consideration and approval.
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 8
Board/Committee:
Date of Meeting:
Title:
Author:
Status:

P & O BOARD
11 MARCH 2009
NATIONAL NON-DOMESTIC RATES –
WRITE OFFS
FINANCIAL SERVICES MANAGER
FOR DECISION

Purpose
There is one outstanding National Non-Domestic Rate (NNDR) debt in excess
of £10,000 which requires write-off approval of this Board in accordance with
the Council’s Financial Regulations.
Recommendation
It is recommended that a write-off of £27,462.04 in respect of Body Visions
Ltd, Unit 5-8 Oaklands, Aerodrome Road, Gosport, PO13 0GY be approved.
1 Background
1.1 The debt relates to a bankruptcy and there is considered little
likelihood of a distribution being received as non-domestic rates are
not counted as preferential creditors in bankruptcy proceedings.
1.2 The Local Taxation Section has used all means available to them to
collect payment from the account including the use of enforcement
agencies.
2 Report
2.1 The account involved is for Body Visions Ltd for outstanding nondomestic rates up to 31 January 2008. The debt comprises of
£19,764.29 incurred in 2007/08 and £7,697.75 in 2006/07.
2.2 Should there be any payment from the bankruptcy case the resulting
monies will be applied to the debt and the write off will be wholly or
partly reversed.
3 Risk Assessment
3.1 The money collected in respect to NNDR is paid into a Central
Government pool and is redistributed as part of the grant settlement.
The sum payable to the pool is adjusted for legitimate write offs so
that the financial risk associated with such write offs is minimal and
the sum may be reclaimed from the pool once the write off is
approved.
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4 Conclusion
4.1 All efforts have been made to collect this debt but the Council has
been unable to collect the sum due. The financial regulations allow
for such debts to be submitted to this Board for write off where such
debts are not recoverable at reasonable effort or expense.
4.2 If any funds are available on conclusion of the bankruptcy these will
be applied to the account in question.

Financial Services comments:
Legal Services comments:
Service Improvement Plan
implications:
Corporate Plan:
Risk Assessment:
Background papers:
Appendices/Enclosures:

As detailed within the report.
None for the purposes of this report.
None

Report author/ Lead Officer:

Julian Bowcher

n/a
See paragraph 3
-
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 9
Board/Committee:
Date of Meeting:
Title:
Author:
Status:

POLICY AND ORGANISATION
11 MARCH 2009
DAEDALUS VISIONARY FRAMEWORK (SEEDA)
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES MANAGER
FOR DECISION

Purpose
To inform the Board of SEEDA’s latest proposals for the Daedalus
site, as set out in the Daedalus Visionary Framework, and to agree
the Council’s response to these proposals.
Recommendation
That SEEDA be advised that the Borough Council:
i welcomes SEEDA’s involvement and work to date to progress
proposals at Daedalus, which have the potential to deliver significant
regeneration benefits for the Borough,
ii will work with SEEDA to produce a Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) for the Gosport part of the site,
iii supports the significant level of employment floorspace proposed for
the site,
iv requires further details of the employment strategy including links to
training and education opportunities,
v has significant concerns regarding the level of residential
development proposed for the site,
vi will need to consider the nature and scale of any retail proposals
within the context of the Lee-on-the-Solent retail centre and the wider
Borough,
vii requires that marina options should be fully investigated with the
prospective developer as part of the SPD process, including how
each option will affect the mix of uses on the Daedalus site,
viii supports the principle of an east-west access road through the site,
but an access route to the north of Solent View onto Stubbington
Lane should be investigated as there is significant concern regarding
the proposed access to the south,
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ix requires further work to ensure highway and public transport
improvements are maximised,
x will not support any residential development on the Manor Way field,
xi supplements these recommendations with the officer comments set
out in this report.
1.0 Background and Context
1.1 The operational base at HMS Daedalus closed in 1996 and the
Ministry of Defence subsequently disposed of most of the site in
March 2006. The Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA)
acquired the airfield (106 hectares) and the South East of England
Development Agency (SEEDA) acquired the surrounding land (82
ha). SEEDA’s ownership includes three areas of land referred to as
Hangars West, Hangars East and the Waterfront. The first two areas
and the airfield are within Fareham Borough, whereas the Waterfront
area is within Gosport Borough.
1.2 Defence Estates has retained part of the site within Gosport for
Married Quarters of which 148 have been built with a remaining 152
with outline consent.
1.3 The Waterfront area is some 26 ha. and is the most built-up part of
the site. It fronts Marine Parade, contains a number of listed
buildings and is partly covered by the Daedalus Conservation Area.
The site is identified in the Gosport Local Plan Review (adopted
2006) as a mixed use allocation (Policy R/DP4).
1.4 Fareham and Gosport Borough Councils adopted a Joint Planning
Statement for Daedalus in 2006 which sets out the aspirations of
both Councils for the comprehensive redevelopment of the Daedalus
site.
1.5 Following public consultation and work prepared by SEEDA and its
consultants, SEEDA has now produced a draft Daedalus Visionary
Framework (DVF), which is attached (Appendix A). The document
has been considered by Members of Fareham Borough Council,
Gosport Borough Council and Hampshire County Council at the
Daedalus Strategy Group meeting on 20 February 2009.
1.6 The document sets out SEEDA’s aspirations for the site, general
principles and an indication of the type and level of development that
can be accommodated on the site. It includes key strategic
considerations such as economic objectives, heritage and design
principles, and access issues.
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1.7 The DVF provides an overview for the whole site and is intended to
provide a cross-boundary vision and a framework for continued
collaborative working. It is not intended to form part of the two
Borough Councils’ Local Development Frameworks but it provides
some basis for more detailed guidance to be produced by each
Council in due course. It is proposed that the Council will produce a
draft Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) for the Waterfront
area over the next six months which will be followed by a period of
public consultation.
2.0 Comments
2.1 SEEDA recognises that the Partnership for Urban South Hampshire
(PUSH) has identified Daedalus as an area of strategic importance
for employment purposes. The DVF demonstrates SEEDA’s positive
commitment to the site and recognises the significant regeneration
benefits this site can deliver. SEEDA’s approach to date is therefore
welcomed in general terms.
2.2 It is important to note that the quantum of development set out by
SEEDA is indicative at this stage and will need to be considered in
more detail as part of the SPD. The DVF raises a number of issues
that will need to be addressed as proposals are progressed. The key
issues are set out below.
Employment, Training and Skills
2.3 SEEDA considers that the acquisition of Daedalus is of strategic
importance and presents an opportunity to contribute towards the
economic development of the sub-region. It considers that Daedalus
is an employment-led, mixed use site which will take advantage of
the adjoining airfield and the Solent. This view is supported and it is
considered that Daedalus has the potential to provide a significant
number and range of jobs in established and emerging business
sectors.
2.4 The DVF proposes 65,000 sq.m. of employment floorspace to be
located in the Waterfront area. This level of employment floorspace,
together with the proposed 30-35,000sq.m. in the Hangars West
area, and an additional 10,000 sq.m. of aviation floorspace in
Fareham is supported. These figures are higher than earlier
estimates for the site and are welcomed.
2.5 Further details of SEEDA’s employment strategy will need to be
included in the forthcoming SPD to set out the potential level and
types of jobs that could be accommodated on the site. It will also be
important for SEEDA to set out how the development will be able to
contribute to enhancing local skills through on-site training and
education. The potential of education and training is recognised.
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Residential
2.6 The Local Plan Review allocates 500 dwellings for the Daedalus site,
of which 300 dwellings have been accounted for as part of the
Married Quarters proposal, leaving a remaining 200 dwellings to be
built. The DVF proposes between 350-475 dwellings including
apartments and family housing. This is between 150 and 275
dwellings above the allocation. There is concern that these figures
may be excessive and do little to redress the residential/employment
imbalance currently experienced in the Borough.
2.7 It is accepted that it may be necessary for the Daedalus proposal to
exceed the existing allocation in order to make the best use of
existing buildings in the historic core and achieve financial viability to
enable employment and community uses to be developed.
2.8 Consequently when developing the SPD the housing figures will
need to be reduced, or a clear rationale provided in relation to design
and viability issues, to justify an increase over and above the existing
allocation. The Borough Council will require an ‘open book’ approach
regarding the proposed quantum of residential units and a robust
justification relating to the wider economic benefits of the scheme.
Retail, Leisure and Food and Drink
2.9 SEEDA envisages that the waterfront area will complement and
support the regeneration of the Lee-on-the-Solent centre with a
variety of leisure uses.
2.10 The DVF proposes 3,500 sq.m. of retail, leisure, and food and drink
floorspace. The Borough Council will need to ensure that the retail
element does not adversely affect the viability and vitality of the Leeon-the-Solent retail area. A large amount of retail is considered
unacceptable and is likely to be contrary to Government Guidance
set out in PPS6. New retail development in the Borough should be
focussed in existing centres. A limited element of retail, such as a
small store to serve the needs of the immediate neighbourhood, may
be acceptable. Similarly, specialist shops related to the uses on the
site may be appropriate providing they complement Lee Centre. All
proposals will need to meet the tests set out in PPS6.
2.11 Proposals to diversify visitor attractions along Lee seafront are
welcomed including the potential for a hotel (possible conversion of
Westcliffe House and Ward Room) and watersport activities.
2.12 Access to the Solent via the slipway is supported although further
work is required to deal with highway considerations and access at
this point.
Community uses
2.13 It is proposed to accommodate between 500-1,000 sq.m. of
floorspace for community uses. No details are available at this stage
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but the principle of the provision of facilities to support the local
population is supported.
Marina
2.14 The DVF acknowledges the potential for a new marina adjacent to
the site and that this could support marine employment and leisure
uses. The marina would be promoted by a private developer.
SEEDA are supportive of a scheme in principle with the potential to
complement its own proposals. The size and scale of the proposed
scheme is not known, therefore it is difficult to ascertain how the
marina might affect development on the Daedalus site. Changes to
the Daedalus proposals could include the overall mix of uses in order
to improve viability of the scheme, the design and layout to
accommodate car parking and boat storage, the amount and type of
on-site employment as well as infrastructure and access
requirements.
2.15 It is considered that the Borough Council should support the principle
of a marina adjacent the Daedalus site, recognising the substantial
regeneration benefits that could be delivered to complement the
Daedalus proposals. There will be a number of important
environmental and infrastructure issues to consider. When preparing
the forthcoming SPD it will be necessary to assess how different
marina options will affect the details of the Daedalus proposals.
Transport Proposals
2.16 In collaboration with Hampshire County Council, as the highway
authority, SEEDA has been developing a transport and access
strategy based on three components:
• reducing the need to travel;
• managing accessibility on the local and strategic transport
network; and
• making greater use of sustainable modes of transport,
particularly improving public transport.
2.17 The Council acknowledges that the Daedalus site has the potential
for reducing out-commuting and congestion from the Gosport
peninsula by providing local job opportunities.
2.18 The DVF recognises that there are a number of highway bottlenecks
in the vicinity. A number of local road improvements will be
necessary, particularly through Stubbington and Peel
Common/Newgate Lane including greater signalisation at local
roundabouts and bus priority measures.
2.19 There needs to be significant improvements to the local road network
to make the site more attractive for new investment. As more details
of the Daedalus proposals emerge it will be necessary for Hampshire
County Council, in liaison with the two Borough Councils, to consider
the appropriateness of related transport solutions.
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2.20 SEEDA recognises the need to improve sustainable modes of
transport including improved bus services, and enhanced cycle and
pedestrian linkages to local facilities. However there is currently no
detail on how this will be achieved and these issues will need to be
considered further as part of the SPD.
2.21 SEEDA has set out the key principles for access to the site in order
to ensure the site is permeable and accessible. These principles
include:
• a new east-west access;
• the main access from Broom Way;
• secondary access from Stubbington Lane/Marine Parade;
• additional waterfront access; and
• linkages with connecting streets.
2.22 Whilst the principles of improving accessibility of the site are
supported, including a new east-west link, there is considerable
concern regarding the use of the access to the south of Solent View
with the potential impact on the amenities of local residents. It will
therefore be necessary for SEEDA to explore alternative options
including the potential of an access to the north of Solent View onto
Stubbington Lane.
Design and Heritage principles
2.23 SEEDA has carried out significant work on design and heritage
issues. Much of the existing built heritage on Daedalus will be
retained. The site will be developed to take into account the
distinctive historic spaces and buildings within the site. The layout
will be based on a clear grid of streets which blends with adjacent
residential areas. Key design principles include:
• a hard surface public space creating a setting for the World
War I hangars;
• the retention of the Barrack Square;
• the retention of the green landscaped space as a setting for
the Wardroom and Westcliffe House;
• a new landscaped east-west road.
2.24 The design, scale, massing and height of new development will take
account of the setting of important historic buildings and take cues
from existing architectural style, detailing and materials. These
principles are supported and it is acknowledged that more detailed
work will be required.
Proposals for Manor Way
2.25 SEEDA propose an element of residential development (15-25
dwellings) on part of the open space on Manor Way with improved
open space facilities on the remainder of the site. SEEDA considers
that the proposal would increase natural surveillance and make the
area feel safe and welcoming. It is considered that the residential
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proposal is not appropriate and is not in accordance with the Gosport
Local Plan Review which designates this area as ‘existing open
space’ (Policy R/OS4).
3.0 Next Steps
3.1 The DVF and the Borough Council’s formal comments will form the
basis on which to prepare the SPD for the site. The SPD will provide
detailed guidance for future development and provide further clarity
to local residents and businesses. It will be produced by the Borough
Council in liaison with SEEDA. It will need to be linked to the policies
of the Gosport Local Plan Review and be in accordance with the
South East Plan.
3.2 It is envisaged that a draft Daedalus SPD will be produced for
consideration by the Policy and Organisation Board during 2009.
The document will then be available for public consultation for a six
week period. Comments will be assessed and appropriate changes
made to the SPD. It is anticipated that a revised SPD will be
presented to a Policy and Organisation Board towards the end of the
year for formal adoption.
3.3 Once the SPD is adopted it will provide the main context for
consideration of future planning applications. It is likely that SEEDA
will submit a planning application for the new East-West road link
following adoption of the SPD.
4.0 Risk Assessment
4.1 SEEDA’s work to date provides a context for the development of a
Supplementary Planning Document. Failure to provide a response to
the DVF could lead to the uncoordinated development of the site and
represent a missed opportunity to maximise regeneration benefits.
5.0 Conclusion
5.1 The Borough Council acknowledges that SEEDA has made
significant progress in developing proposals to create an
employment-led, mixed use site of sub regional importance. It is
considered that the design and development principles provide a
good basis for the Council to produce a more detailed Supplementary
Planning Document which will provide further guidance to developers
and information for local residents and businesses.
5.2 However the Borough Council has concerns regarding certain
aspects of SEEDA’s vision, particularly the potential level of
residential and retail development, the provision of sufficient transport
infrastructure and the need to consider how marina proposals will
affect the overall mix of uses on the site. These and other issues
highlighted in this report will need to be conveyed to SEEDA in order
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to achieve the Council’s aspirations for the site.

Financial Services comments:
Legal Services comments:
Service Improvement Plan
implications:
Corporate Plan:

Risk Assessment:
Background papers:
Appendices/Enclosures:
Report author/ Lead Officer:

None
None
The successful delivery of regeneration of
Daedalus will meet a number of the
Borough Council’s Strategic Priorities
particularly ‘increased investment in
Gosport’s economy’
See Section 4
Joint Planning Statement for Daedalus
(GBC & FBC April 2006)
Draft Daedalus Visionary Framework
(SEEDA January 2009)
Jayson Grygiel ext 5458
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Appendix A: Daedalus Visionary Framework
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Visionary Framework

Lee-on-the-Solent,
Hampshire

January 2009
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Introduction

SEEDA’s vision for Daedalus is a sustainable, high
quality mixed-use development, which respects the
site’s exciting heritage whilst releasing its potential to
contribute to the economic growth of the region.

Visionary framework

1 Introduction

Purpose of this document
This Visionary Framework has been produced by
SEEDA to capture the long term aspirations for the
reuse and redevelopment of the Daedalus site and to
demonstrate the important role that Daedalus can
play in securing growth within the local and regional
economy.
The framework has been prepared in consultation with
Fareham Borough Council (FBC), Gosport Borough
Council (GBC), Hampshire County Council (HCC), Marine
Coastguard Agency (MCA), Defence Estates (DE) and
other key stakeholders. These plans have not yet been
agreed or approved by the local authorities and planning
permission will be needed before any development
commences. It is hoped that the principles of the Visionary
Framework will be endorsed by the local authority, local
residents and other key stakeholders.
The preparation of a visionary framework shows how key
strategic considerations such as transport and access,
economic objectives and heritage have been addressed
by SEEDA and its project team.
The framework is intended to act as an over-arching
document, and while not intended to be formally adopted
as part of FBC’s or GBC’s Local Development Framework
(LDF), it should set the way for a continued collaborative
approach to development required in order to deliver the
cross boundary vision.
This framework summarises the culmination of nearly
three years of work by SEEDA and its project team, and
draws on conclusions arising from a wealth of technical
work as well as stakeholder consultation. A list of
background documents can be found in the annex.
It is intended that the framework will provide a basis for a
planning strategy, which will enable the exciting vision to
be delivered.

Aerial view looking north-eastward across the site

3

4

Introduction

Location
Daedalus is located on the Gosport peninsula, to the
west of the built-up areas of Gosport and Lee-on-theSolent, south of Fareham, and to the east of Hill Head and
Stubbington. Portsmouth and Southampton are located
to the east and west respectively.

Background
SEEDA is one of nine Regional Development Agencies
(RDAs) set up by the Government in 1999 to promote
economic development and regeneration within the
regions.
SEEDA’s aim is to create a prosperous, dynamic and
inspirational region by helping businesses compete more
effectively, training a highly skilled workforce, supporting
and enabling communities, while safeguarding our natural
resources and cherishing our rich cultural heritage.
SEEDA aims to be a catalyst for change within the
South East, working with partner organisations including
businesses, education, local authorities, Government
agencies and voluntary and community organisations.

Since its inception, SEEDA has been working closely with
FBC, GBC and HCC and more recently the Partnership for
Urban South Hampshire (PUSH), to promote economic
prosperity, achieve sustainable development and to
enhance quality of life in the local area.
In March 2006 SEEDA acquired 82 hectares (circa 203
acres) of land surrounding the airfield at the former naval
base at HMS Daedalus. At the same time, the Maritime
& Coastguard Agency (MCA) acquired the airfield itself,
which extends to approx 106 hectares (circa 256 acres).
The strategic acquisition of this important brownfield
site represents a key intervention by SEEDA and is a
significant opportunity to release the potential of the site,
and develop proposals for an employment-led, mixed use
scheme which takes advantage of the adjoining airfield
and the Solent and which will contribute to the growth of
the region when developed.

SEEDA’s key objectives are:
• global competitiveness
• smart growth
• sustainable prosperity.
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History of Daedalus
The site was open farmland until the 1880s, when there
was an attempt to develop a seaside health resort at
Lee-on-the-Solent. Central to the development was
the seafront itself and Marine Parade East and West,
along with parkland (West Cliff Park and East Cliff Park),
promenades, and the pier. A new 'village centre' soon
appeared, with shops along Pier Street and the hotel.
On the Daedalus site a few buildings of particular interest
were developed, most notably Westcliffe House and its
estate, Norbury House, Keith Cottages and Wykeham Hall.
In 1917 the site was requisitioned to provide a training
school for seaplane pilots and permanent Admiralty
designed hangars, buildings and slipways were developed.
By the end of the war the site had a staff of nearly 500,
providing training for almost 100 pupils.
After World War 1, the site became the base for the
newly formed Fleet Air Arm, and growth continued into
the 1930s when the site became Coastal Command
Headquarters. A number of important buildings appeared
on the site during this period including Eagle Block, the
Ward Room, the Barrack Blocks and Dining Room and
Cookhouse.

At the outbreak of World War 2, and as a result of the
transfer of Fleet Air Arm to Admiralty control, the facility
became HMS Daedalus.
During World War 2 the site became a key aviation base
with an expanding camp and airfield to the north and
north-east, and was a crucial base for air sorties. The site
suffered two air raids because of its military significance.
Daedalus continued in military use after 1945, although
on a smaller scale and focusing on technical training,
particularly helicopter and hovercraft testing.

Daedalus Today
HMS Daedalus closed in 1996, the MoD declared it
surplus to requirements in 2004, and it was subsequently
acquired by SEEDA and MCA in 2006.
The site is currently home to many small and medium
sized businesses who make use of the former hangars
and military buildings. It is hoped that the majority of
these interim users will continue to use the site and their
requirements are incorporated into proposals. To the
north, the MCA Sea and Rescue operate, utilising the
runway, and the Driving Standards Agency have a test
centre.
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The sites
Daedalus can be divided into three key areas, with three smaller subsidiary sites, all of which have very
different characters and uses.
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Visionary framework

1. Waterfront - 25.8 ha

3. Hangars West - 14.3 ha

Waterfront lies between the seafront, the built up area of
Lee-on-the-Solent and the airfield. This area is the most
developed part of Daedalus and has direct access to
the Solent via the slipway. It comprises a combination of
brick-faced former offices or domestic buildings alongside
large-scale industrial / warehousing buildings. Some of
the buildings are of historic and architectural value. Part
of this area is a designated conservation area, in which
three buildings are listed. The total built floorspace of
Waterfront extends to 67,640 sq m.

Hangars West comprises three linked triangles of land
formed by the serrated edge of Stubbington, and lies
on the west side of the airfield. There is currently an
unused access point on Gosport Road. It is a large, flat
area bordering the remaining active runway, with various
hangars and taxi ways. The buildings extend to some 7,140
sq m.

4. Manor Way - 1.6 ha
2. Hangars East - 40.3 ha
Hangars East is located on the east side of the airfield
and is accessed from Broom Way. This area consists of
an area of hard standing with a group of loosely clustered
hangars adjacent to the airfield and a red brick building.
There is 9,680 sq m of built space in this area.

This is a large square parcel of land off Manor Way.
It is a disused former playing field.

5. Stubbington Lane - 0.4 ha
This is a small plot of land adjoining existing housing
previously used for emergency runoffs when the southern
runway was still operational. It is currently used for rough
grazing.

6. Sea Lane - 0.25 ha
This is a small field at the junction of Stubbington Lane
and Sea Lane which was previously used for emergency
runoffs when the southern runway was still operational. It is
currently used for rough grazing.
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Planning policy framework

National policy

Regional policy

National planning policy seeks to promote the more
efficient use of land through higher density, mixed use
development and the use of suitably located previously
developed land and buildings (Planning Policy Statement 1
Delivering Sustainable Development – PPS1). In particular,
the Government has set targets for development on
previously developed land to bring vacant and under-used
sites and buildings back into beneficial use.

Regional Planning Guidance 9 (RPG9), dated March 2001,
provides a regional framework for the longer term future of
the South East. This will shortly be replaced by the South
East Plan, which is a regional document that sets out
changes needed to improve the quality of life in the South
East England region over the next 20 years. Key topics
covered in the Plan are housing, transport, employment
and the environment.

Furthermore, PPS1 encourages the facilitation and
promotion of sustainable and inclusive patterns of urban
development, which supports existing communities and
contributes to the creation of safe, sustainable, liveable
and mixed communities with good access to jobs and key
services for all members of the community.

To illustrate the importance of the regional level planning
policy, PPS11 (Regional Spatial Strategies) states that the
Government’s policy on spatial planning goes beyond
traditional land use planning to bring together and integrate
policies for the development and use of land with other
policies and programmes which influence the nature of
places and how they function. For example, this includes
policies and programmes on transport, housing, economic
development, health, culture, historic and built environment,
education, energy, waste and the environment.

Daedalus is previously developed land and SEEDA
considers that this site provides a significant opportunity
to undertake holistic development which will provide
investment, create jobs and encourage commercial
prospects. In particular, it is envisaged that Daedalus will
strengthen the area’s position as a centre for employment,
which may include accommodation for marine and aviation
industries.
Draft PPS4 (Planning for Sustainable Economic
Development) states that economic growth (which covers
a range and mix of development) generates wealth and
raises living standards. In particular, Draft PSS4 notes
that productivity and employment – the two drivers of
economic growth – influence wider economic objectives
such as regeneration and the provision of new housing
which contribute to quality of life. Development at
Daedalus is expected to have a positive impact in terms of
sustainable economic development for the surrounding
areas within Fareham and Gosport Boroughs.
Development at Daedalus will take also into account other
national planning policy which is set out in various planning
policy statements and guidance notes.

Daedalus has been identified by the Partnership for
Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) as an area of strategic
importance for employment purposes. SEEDA is hoping to
provide new employment floorspace in the form of marine,
aviation and general employment.

County level
In early drafts of the minerals plan, Daedalus was
promoted by HCC as a safeguarded preferred area for
extraction. HCC has now excluded Daedalus from the
Minerals Plan on the basis that it will be developed for
mixed use.

Local policy
Daedalus covers parts of two local authorities, with
Hangars East and Hangars West located within FBC and
the majority of the Waterfront located within GBC. The
latter area contains most of the airfield buildings and the
accommodation blocks, some of which are of historical
importance (and are listed buildings), and lie within the
Daedalus Conservation Area.
There are four main elements of local planning policy
guidance for Daedalus.

Visionary framework

a) Gosport Borough Council (GBC)
The Gosport Local Plan Review, May 2006 contains a
specific policy for mixed-use development at Daedalus
(R / DP4). This policy allocates the site for housing,
employment, hotel and other leisure uses. However, the
boundary of this policy does not reflect the full extent of the
Waterfront and the area acquired by the MCA, so the
geographic extent of the policy needs to be extended.
The Daedalus Conservation Area was designated in
November 1999 to ensure that all future development
would ‘preserve or enhance’ the historic and architectural
character of the area. A Daedalus Conservation Area
Appraisal was published by GBC in 2007, following a period
of public consultation. This document provides a guide to
the buildings and features that make a special contribution
to the character of the area. It assesses the area's historic
development, its character, the scale and form of
development and provides details of possible enhancement
opportunities that should be considered when future
development is proposed.
The Council is currently producing its Local Development
Framework, and a Core Strategy Issues and Options Report
was published for consultation during December 2006 to
February 2007. A Core Strategy Preferred Options Report is
expected to be published for consultation in early 2009. It
is anticipated that a Supplementary Planning Document
(SPD) for Daedalus will be consistent with the policies in the
emerging Core Strategy.

b) Fareham Borough Council (FBC)
The most relevant saved policies of the Fareham Local Plan
(adopted March 2000) are:
• DG12 – Daedalus Airfield
• C1 – Development in the Countryside
• C11 – Strategic Gaps.
Part of Daedalus is designated as Countryside and
Strategic Gap. Specifically, Daedalus is covered under
Policy DG12 (Daedalus Airfield) which states that planning
permission will be granted for one of the following options:
• Option 1:
	retention of three runways and existing hangars
• Option 2:
retention of the western runway and hangars
(employment / recreation in hangars not required for
general aviation use)

• Option 3:
no aviation use
(e.g. employment / recreation)
• Option 4:
use by one occupier
(e.g. education, employment, leisure / recreation)
This policy is now out-of-date and does not reflect the
acquisition in part by the MCA. This is recognised by FBC
and it is accepted that updated policy guidance is required.
The Secretary of State’s Proposed Changes to the
emerging South East Plan deletes the Policy CC10b on
Strategic Gaps. The Secretary of State acknowledges the
dense and complex settlement pattern in this part of the
region. Therefore, local development documents can still
include settlement gaps where they are needed to shape
the settlement pattern. FBC has indicated that the principle
of the Strategic Gap will remain.
The Council is currently producing its Local Development
Framework (LDF), and a Core Strategy Issues and Options
Report and Site Allocations document were published
for consultation during January to March 2008 A Core
Strategy Preferred Options Report was published more
recently for public consultation in January 2009. It is
anticipated that any SPD or similar policy guidance
document for Daedalus will be consistent with the policies
in the emerging Core Strategy.

c) 1997 Daedalus Strategy
The Daedalus Development Strategy was prepared
jointly by GBC and FBC, in co-operation with Hampshire
County Council (HCC) and Defence Estates in 1997, to
guide the future development of the site. The strategy
promoted the site for mixed use development, including
housing, employment, hotel and other leisure uses, and
was reflected in a site allocation in the adopted Gosport
Borough Local Plan (May 2006).

d) 2006 Daedalus Planning Statement
The Daedalus Planning Statement was adopted by GBC
and FBC in 2006 and explains the current position in
relation to the future of Daedalus. The statement was
prepared by SEEDA in consultation with HCC, Defence
Estates, the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA).
The statement notes that the planning authorities will work
together to ensure that the future of Daedalus is planned
comprehensively, but that their planning documents are
being prepared to different timescales.
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3 Vision for Daedalus

SEEDA’s vision for Daedalus is to produce a
sustainable, high quality mixed-use development,
which respects the site’s exciting heritage, whilst
realising its potential to contribute to the economic
growth of the wider area.

Regional importance of site
Daedalus presents an exceptional opportunity to
contribute to the economic development of the subregion. It is a site of strategic importance that can provide
opportunity for significant employment creation.
Aviation and marine sectors are especially suited to the
site, taking advantage of a unique combination of access
to the Solent and an adjoining airfield.
Demand for retail, leisure, and hospitality in both Gosport
and Fareham present opportunities for Daedalus. There
is also a role for Daedalus to support the development
of skills through some form of educational and training
provision.
A successful transport and access strategy will be critical
to the success of the scheme and this is dealt with in
more detail in chapter 5.

Aspirations for the site
SEEDA’s aspirations for Daedalus mirror the key
objectives of the Regional Economic Strategy (RES), the
emerging South East Plan, PUSH, HCC and local policy
objectives for FBC and GBC as well as the Local Strategic
Partnerships. Goals for the region, sub-region, and
locality include increasing the sub-regional economic
growth rate to 3.5% per annum by 2026 – breaking
the cycle of coastal under-performance, increasing
productivity and employment and bringing brownfield
sites forward for development. Daedalus provides an
opportunity to significantly contribute to this growth.

SEEDA considers that the future of Daedalus lies as a
mixed-use community that will sit comfortably within
the existing social, economic and community fabric of
Lee-on-the-Solent and Stubbington, while becoming a
vibrant and busy employment location. Given the scale of
Daedalus, there is scope to include a wide range of uses,
including employment, housing, community facilities,
ancillary leisure / retail and possibly education facilities.
Separate proposals are under consideration for the
development of a marina on the Waterfront adjoining
Daedalus and whilst SEEDA is not proposing to develop
this facility itself, it is considered that it could complement
the vision for Daedalus and provide increased
opportunity for marine related employment activity.
The vision for Daedalus is to transform this previously
gated military facility into a thriving location for the
benefit of the whole region as well as the local community,
creating economic growth, a variety of employment and
training opportunities and additional local services and
facilities. Redevelopment will bring an under-used and
partly derelict site back into productive use whilst being
sensitive to its historic land use, the listed buildings and
the designated conservation area.
The vision has been shaped by key stakeholders and the
local community, who have been involved throughout.
More detail regarding their engagement and aspirations
for the site can be found in Chapter 6 – Stakeholder
engagement and consultation.

Context
SEEDA’s site ownership 		
boundary
MCA ownership boundary
Airfield

Proposed land use
Employment-led
Mixed use
Housing-led

MCA search and rescue

Aviation
(employment-led)

Existing strategic highway

Countryside and open space

Control tower

Potential marina location

Driving Standards Agency

Access and connections
Main route
Local network
Connection to village centre
Access for aircraft

Visionary framework

The emerging visionary framework plan shows the variety of uses that could be accommodated at Daedalus,
the main access points and the key routes.

The emerging Visionary Framework plan
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Mix of uses
Providing a mix of uses is important as it will help to create
a vibrant and diverse community, that is active beyond
the working day creating a greater feeling of safety.
Providing opportunities for live-work-play in one area will
also minimise the need to travel.
SEEDA is committed to an employment-led mix of uses
on site, with opportunities for other uses in specific
locations where appropriate, to create a vibrant and
thriving location.
Employment
It is hoped that existing aviation activity on the site
will be retained and strengthened, making best use of
the existing airfield and its potential to attract long
term inward investment and additional employment at
Daedalus.
Marine employment is an important sector and the
site’s proximity and direct access to the Solent provides
opportunities to develop this sector further. There is
also potential for the development of a marina close to
the existing slipway, and this is regarded as an exciting
opportunity to develop further marine and leisure related
employment in the area.
The site provides a unique opportunity to develop centres
of excellence and other employment sectors including
innovation, composites, high-tech 'clean' industries and
emerging environmental energy-saving technologies.
The site could provide skills, training and educational
facilities, linking to the specialist sectors being developed
on-site, to assist in the provision and development of
appropriately skilled employees.

Residential
As part of a mix of uses, the site provides opportunities
for high quality residential development, to include
affordable housing. Gosport Local Plan Review allocates
500 dwellings for the Daedalus site, 300 of which already
have planning permission and are being developed,
with a residual allocation of 200. Across the entire site,
including land in Fareham, it is thought that between
350 and 550 dwellings could be accommodated,
although these figures are only indicative at this stage.
This is higher than figures set out in local policy, but is a
response to a number of different factors:
• R
 esidential development will play an important role in
achieving the place-making regeneration envisaged
for Daedalus
• It is anticipated that this will be principally located
adjacent to existing housing, where there is potential
to enhance the urban fabric
• It is also considered to be an appropriate use of parts
of the conservation area, where there is scope for
sensitive and appropriate conversion and re-use of
some buildings
• It will financially assist in the delivery of some areas
of non-residential development that may not come
forward through the market, for example some
employment and community uses.
A variety of housing types are envisaged, from
apartments to family housing, in order to encourage
a balanced community, although the exact mix will be
established at the more detailed design stage. In addition,
SEEDA is committed to including a significant element of
affordable housing on site with a variety of tenure types.
Other uses
Leisure and community uses could be accommodated on
site to complement the existing local centres of Lee-onthe-Solent and Stubbington.
Retail use may also be appropriate, as it may provide
scope to enhance the viability and vitality of Lee-onthe-Solent, for example a convenience store or specialist
retail outlets.

Visionary framework

Integration and connectivity

Maintaining the integrity of the landscape

Movement systems, ie streets, roads, footpaths and
public transport routes, allow places to function and
connect them to surrounding areas. New developments
need to be clearly linked to existing routes in order to
prosper and to integrate successfully. Connections also
ensure that people have a maximum choice in how they
make their journeys.

The presence of existing landscape features, particularly
mature hedging, trees and open space, define the
character of an area and should be retained where
possible in order to provide the structure that will guide
new development.

It is important that development at Daedalus is
integrated with the neighbouring communities of Leeon-the-Solent and Stubbington, whilst maintaining the
integrity and identity of the two villages. This can be
achieved by providing improved access through the site
for private vehicles, buses, pedestrians and cyclists and
ensuring sensitive development on the site’s boundaries
that adjoin existing communities. An east-west road
linking Broom Way to Marine Parade will provide the main
access to the site, with Hangars West and Hangars East
accessed independently.

Maintaining the integrity of the local heritage
Historical buildings and local heritage can represent an
important link back to an area’s former use, and provide
a framework for future redevelopment by presenting a
setting that conveys permanence and durability.
Daedalus has a fascinating and varied history. Part of the
site is a conservation area which contains three listed
buildings – the Wardroom, Westcliffe House and the
Dining room and Cookhouse. These listed buildings along
with other historic buildings and buildings of architectural
interest provide important landmarks both within the
site and from the surrounding area. These assets should
be retained and reused, and development around them
should be carefully designed to respect and enhance
their setting.

The site is located in a sensitive area in landscape terms,
within the strategic gap between Stubbington and Leeon-the-Solent. Where possible, open space should be
maintained and enhanced as part of the overall proposals,
however, this will need to be balanced against the need
to provide land for employment generation. Where
development is proposed in these areas, consideration will
need to be given to form, massing and siting arrangement
to ensure that buildings are sensitive to the landscape and
have no adverse impact on the settlement pattern.
To guide future development within sensitive areas, a
separate report reviewing the strategic gap has been
produced in tandem with the Visionary Framework
document.

Sustainable development
Sustainable development is a phrase which encapsulates
the drive to reduce the levels of global resource depletion
and environmental pollution whilst developing the
economy. It recognises that the world is a finite resource
and that development has already resulted in climatic
change which may be irreversible. Future development
should therefore minimise impact on the environment.
A key objective is that Daedalus becomes an exemplar
scheme at the forefront of sustainable development.
All aspects of the development will accord with best
practice and guidance set out in the code for sustainable
homes and BREEAM.
SEEDA’s objective is that by 2012 the South East will be
one of the world’s leading environmental economies, with
a significant reduction in water and energy consumption.
Development at Daedalus will be guided by sustainable
development principles, utilising the latest technologies
in an effort to minimize environmental impact. The mix of
uses, and improved connectivity across the site should
reduce the need to travel and minimise the need to use
the car.
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Inspirations for Daedalus

Visionary framework

Biodiversity and ecology

Key objectives for biodiversity and ecology include:

The natural environment at Daedalus is an essential
attribute of the site, providing an important habitat for
a range of wildlife and contributing to the site’s unique
character. Maintaining and, where possible, enhancing
the natural environment as part of the redevelopment of
Daedalus is a key objective.

• R
 etain and protect the mosaic of habitats across the
site protected under the Hampshire BAP

The Phase 1 Habitat Survey covering the whole site
carried out by Capita Symonds in April 2008 has
informed the visionary framework. The main habitats
found on the site include improved grassland, hard
standing, areas of scrub, hedgerows and trees.
Hangars East also contains ditches, ephemeral ponds,
arable fields and woodland. Additionally, the Waterfront
contains protected marine and shingle beach habitats.
There is evidence of, or the potential for the site to
support a range of protected species including badgers,
over-wintering birds, bats, reptiles and great crested
newts.

• E
 stablish a green infrastructure framework linking
areas of ecological interest
• E
 nhance existing and create new areas of ecological
interest as part of the development proposals
• M
 inimise lighting and light spillage in ecologically
sensitive areas, such as Hangars East
• C
 onsider sustainable methods of construction such as
living roofs or sustainable drainage systems
• Replace lost habitats, such as native hedgerow
• Establish a management plan for the whole site
• W
 here potential impacts cannot be avoided ensure
appropriate levels of mitigation are provided as part of
any development proposals.
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4 Development principles

a) Waterfront
The Waterfront is located to the south of the site bounded by the airfield to
the north, residential neighbourhoods to the east and west, and the sea to
the south. The area has a strong character and a variety of historic landmark
buildings and spaces. The area will become a vibrant place with a mix of uses
that is integrated with Lee-on-the-Solent and complements and supports
the regeneration of the existing centre. Redevelopment of the Waterfront
presents an opportunity to embrace the concept of live-work-play, with a
variety of employment, leisure , commercial and residential uses within walking
distance of each other. This part of the site will seek to benefit from its direct
links to the water and the slipway.

1

Rationale:
The Waterfront area was once the heart of HMS Daedalus and in the 1970s
between 2500-3000 personnel are likely to have been employed here at any
one time. The vision for the Waterfront is to create a busy, thriving and truly
integrated community.

2

The site’s former use has helped to inform the emerging master plan. Its
proximity to the airfield and to open water, a unique set of characteristics,
means that aviation and marine related employment will continue to be
encouraged and a large proportion of the centre and northern area of the
site have been earmarked for these uses. In addition, the site’s proximity to
the seafront encourages other uses such as outdoor leisure facilities, and
potentially a marina.
The site is bounded by residential development to the east and west, and
additional residential development along these edges could create a buffer
between existing communities and employment uses. The area is close to
Lee-on-the-Solent centre, and a mix of uses therefore should complement
rather than compete with those that already exist in the village.
The emerging Waterfront master plan has been informed by the historic
baseline report. Much of the existing built development on site will be retained,
particularly the historic former office buildings. These are particularly suited
to conversion to residential development, or to hotel or community use.
In terms of development density, proposals aim to recreate the level of
activity enjoyed at the site when it was operational as HMS Daedalus.
Redevelopment of the area should be designed to take into account the
distinctive historic spaces and buildings within the site, and the layout should
be based on a clear grid of streets which blend with the adjacent residential
area. The Waterfront will continue to be the most densely developed part of
Daedalus, but redevelopment should include a number of public open spaces.
The design, scale, massing and height of the new development should take
account of the setting of important historic buildings and take cues from the
architectural style, detailing and materials.

Emerging Waterfront masterplan

Visionary framework

1
4

4
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4
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4
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2
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8

1

New landscaped east-west road providing link
between Broom Way and Marine Parade

5

Hardsurface public space creating a setting for
WW1 hangars

2

Residential uses adjacent to existing residential
neighbourhoods

6

Barrack Square retained fronting the Cookhouse
and Dining rooms

3

Access to the Waterfront via the slipway maintained
for marine industries, recreational uses and a
potential marina

7

Potential leisure and community uses in key buildings

8

Green landscaped space retained as the setting for
the Wardroom and Westcliffe House

4

Employment uses retained to the north of the area
and close to the slipway
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a) Waterfront (continued)

Daedalus Waterfront

Potential uses:

Marina

• A
 wide variety of employment development, particularly
marine related, aimed at creating jobs for the local
population

A marina at Daedalus has the potential to add a new
dimension and interest to the coastline and to support
the marine employment and leisure uses planned for
Daedalus. A scheme is being promoted by a private
developer, separate from the wider regeneration of
Daedalus. Although there are currently uncertainties
surrounding the deliverability of a marina, SEEDA is
supportive of such a scheme because of the potential to
complement and enhance the regeneration opportunities
on the Daedalus site and boost the attraction of the area
as a marine sector destination as well as providing local
amenity benefits. At this stage, the size and scale of the
proposed scheme are unknown and subject to viability
issues. Therefore it is difficult to ascertain how the marina
might affect development currently being proposed on
the Waterfront site.

• V
 isitor attractions and recreational uses close to the
seafront e.g. hotel, watersports activities
• Community uses, education and skills uses
• Residential development including affordable housing
• Access to Solent via slipway and potential for marina.

Quantum of development:
Proposals are for the following:
Site Area

25.8ha

Employment

Approx 65,000 m sq

Retail, leisure, Approx 3,500 m sq of building floorspace
food & drink
Residential

Approx 350 – 475 dwellings @ 40 – 50 dph

Changes might include:

Community

Approx 500 -1000 m sq of floorspace

Hotel

Potential conversion of Westcliffe House
and Ward Room

• m
 ix of uses, which may vary in order to improve the
viability of the scheme

Please note that these figures are indicative only at this stage.
Precise quantums of development will be defined as the master plan
develops, and will be set out in more detail within the SPDs.

• d
 esign and layout, which would change to incorporate
the need for access to the marina, additional parking,
boat storage space and so forth
• amount and type of employment opportunities on site
• review of infrastructure and access requirements.

Visionary framework

View of proposed Barrack Square

Development principles
• A
 new east-west link provides access to the site from
the east via Broom Way and the west via Marine Parade
• B
 uildings of historic interest and character should be
retained wherever possible and new uses sought for
them
• A
 ccess to water via the slipway should be maintained
for potential recreational uses, marine industries and to
the marina

• D
 evelopment should meet the highest standards of
sustainable construction and design
• D
 evelopment should be permeable and legible with
clear routes into and through the site
• M
 ixed use development should create a vibrant and
busy place in which to work, live and spend leisure time
• L isted buildings (The Wardroom, Westcliffe House,
Dining rooms and Cookhouse,) should be retained.

• H
 ard surface public spaces should be created as the
setting for the World War 1 hangars and the barrack
blocks
• A
 green landscaped space should be retained as the
setting for the listed Ward Room and Westcliffe House
• N
 ew buildings should in the main vary from two to four
storeys, but with the potential for landmark buildings at
strategic locations, as long as they respect the scale
and massing of buildings in the conservation area, and
at strategic locations
The Wardroom and open space
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b) Hangars East
Hangars East is located on the east side of the airfield
and is accessed from Broom Way. It is defined by the
airfield boundary and strategic roads to Stubbington
and Lee-on-the-Solent. This area currently consists
of a large group of loosely clustered hangars and
areas of hard standing adjacent to the airfield. It
is an open, green area with the buildings sitting
comfortably within the landscape. It is located within
the strategic gap and is the most exposed of the sites.

As part of future development proposals, the opportunity
exists to create a network of open space with public
access. The existing landscape structure should be
strengthened with particular emphasis on creating a
mosaic of habitats.
Hangars East

Rationale
The proposals for Hangars East have been led by the
significant economic opportunities that the site affords
along with landscape and environmental considerations.
The area surrounding the southern edge of the site is
relatively built up in character, and development has been
proposed in this location to ‘round off’ and complement
the existing urban area.
Employment uses are proposed in line with national,
regional, sub-regional and local aspirations to increase
employment across Daedalus as a whole, to create an
employment area of sub-regional significance and reduce
the need for out-commuting. In particular, aviation uses
are proposed making the most of the site’s location
adjacent to the airfield, and complementing the existing
cluster of aviation related activity to the north of Hangars
East.
If aviation uses are taken forward, land take requirements
will be subject to occupiers specific requirements.

Context

Proposed land use
Employment-led

SEEDA’s site ownership 		
boundary
MCA ownership boundary

Aviation
(employment-led)

Airfield

Countryside and open space

Existing strategic highway
Driving Standards Agency

Access and connections
Main route

The site is located within the strategic gap. However the
landscape appraisal has indicated that the most exposed
area of the site is to the north, where there is no existing
development. Further south, the proposal will advocate
intensification of uses where appropriate and a policy of
renovation and replacement over time. The impact of
development on the strategic gap can be minimised by
sensitive design and layout.
As part of the separate Strategic Gap report, the
development rationale for Hangars East and potential
constraints will be set out in greater detail.

Local network
Connection to village centre
Access for aircraft

Potential uses:
• A
 viation uses, utilising the site’s proximity to
the airfield and existing hangar buildings
• General employment use
• O
 pen space, retaining the character of the
strategic gap
• Potential for a new right of way
• Environmental enhancements.

Visionary framework

Sketch of improved existing building at Hangars East

Development principles
• T he primary access to Hangars East is likely to be
through the main Broom Way access. Options exist
for use of a secondary access using the existing gates
further north along Broom Way.
• D
 evelopment in this area should be sensitive to the
strategic gap
• D
 evelopment will become progressively less dense the
further north it extends across the site
Aerial view of Hangars East

Quantum of development
Proposals are for the following:

• L ikely demolition / replacement of existing buildings
with additional buildings, whilst ensuring that the open
character of this area is maintained
• T he extent, location, scale, materials, appearance
and lighting of new buildings should complement the
landscape setting

Site Area

40.3ha

Employment

Approx 30,000 - 35,000 m sq of building
floorspace

• N
 ew buildings should be carefully spaced and set within
extensive planting to strengthen the green character of
the area

Aviation

Approx 10,000 – 10,750 m sq of building
floorspace

• D
 evelopment should meet the highest standards of
sustainable construction and design

Please note that these figures are indicative only at this stage.
Precise quantums of development will be defined as the master plan
develops, and will be set out in more detail within the SPDs.

• T he strategic gap aims to protect the open countryside
between Stubbington / Lee-on-the-Solent and
Fareham / Gosport.
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Hangars West

c) Hangars West
Hangars West consists of an irregularly-shaped area of
flat grassland and hard standing containing a number of
hangars, located within the strategic gap at the edge of
the built up area of Stubbington. This area is subject to
an MoD option until 2021. SEEDA is working closely with
Defence Estates to understand how this area could be
developed in the event that the option is not exercised.

Rationale
The site provides an opportunity for aviation-led
development that respects the character of the
landscape, with some small scale residential development
adjacent.
If aviation uses are taken forward, land take requirements
will be subject to occupiers specific requirements.
Aviation employment would link to the existing uses
within the area, supporting the wider aim of encouraging
employment to the area. In addition, some residential
uses have been proposed as this would provide an
opportunity to enhance the edge to the settlement
boundary and financially assist the delivery of
employment development elsewhere.

Potential uses:
• Aviation-led employment uses
• Small scale residential development
• Landscape areas and open space.

Context
SEEDA’s site ownership 		
boundary

Proposed land use
Housing-led

MCA ownership boundary

Aviation
(employment-led)

Airfield

Countryside and open space

Existing strategic highway

Access and connections
Main route
Local network
Connection to village centre
Access for aircraft

Visionary framework

Sketch of Hangars West

Development Principles
• A green space should be created to provide an
attractive edge to the airfield
• The principal access should be from Gosport Road.
Additional connections could be made where
appropriate
• Any residential development should link to existing
neighbourhoods in Stubbington
• Layout and planting should aim to maintain the privacy
of existing and new residential properties
Aerial view of Hangars West

Quantum of development
Site Area

14.3ha

Residential

80 - 90 dwellings @ approximately 35 40dph

Aviation

Subject to occupier requirement

Please note that these figures are indicative only at this stage.
Precise quantums of development will be defined as the master plan
develops, and will be set out in more detail within the SPDs.

• New buildings should be proportionate to existing
buildings in terms of scale and height and arranged to
ensure an open character
• Development should meet the highest standards of
sustainable construction and design.
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Manor Way sub site

d) Land at Manor Way / Sea Lane /
Stubbington Lane
Manor Way
This site is currently disused grassland that fronts Manor
Way, with the remaining three boundaries lined by the
back gardens of existing houses.

Proposed land use

Context

Housing-led

SEEDA’s site ownership 		
boundary

Manor Way

Countryside and open space

Existing strategic highway

Access and connections

Rationale
This site is allocated as open space in the Local Plan and
public feedback has confirmed a desire to see this parcel
of land brought into public use and to be made accessible.
The site is reasonably close to the centre of Lee-onthe-Solent, although inaccessible from the residential
development immediately behind, with the sole access
point off Manor Way. There is limited connectivity to the
existing footpath network and consideration would need
to be given to how people would access the site.
SEEDA’s preferred option is for public open space, with a
small amount of residential development surrounding and
facing inwards. While residential development would be
contrary to local planning policy, SEEDA considers that
there are a significant benefits arising from the inclusion of
a small amount of housing on the site.
The site is currently flanked by private rear gardens and is
not overlooked. Secured by Design, a UK Police initiative
supported by central and local government, advocates
the creation of open spaces that are overlooked, thereby
providing a degree of natural surveillance which makes
the area feels safe, secure and welcoming. The Secured by
Design principles have been shown to lead to reductions in
the instances of crime and antisocial behaviour.
Well designed, small scale residential development could
assist by providing such surveillance and may also assist
with funding the delivery of a high quality open space that
is publicly accessible and an asset to the local community.

Main route
Local network
Connection to village centre
Access for aircraft

Feedback from the local community indicates that
preferred uses for the open space could be a community
park, play area, or allotments. Sports and leisure facilities
will also be been considered, although there may be
issues regarding floodlighting and its affect on the
amenity neighbouring houses.
While SEEDA believes there is significant benefit arising
from some small scale residential development, it is
recognised that this is contrary to planning policy. SEEDA
remains committed to engaging further with the local
community regarding the future use of this site as options
are considered.

Quantum of development
Site Area

1.6ha

Residential

Approximate 15 – 25 dwellings

Open Space

Approximate 1.0 ha

Please note that these figures are indicative only at this stage.
Precise quantums of development will be defined as the master plan
develops, and will be set out in more detail within the SPDs.

Visionary framework

Sea Lane

Development principles
• Access should be from Manor Way
• A
 n area of open space should be maintained for
recreational use at the centre of the site
• T he exact use of this open space should be discussed
further with the local community
• T he layout and planting should protect the privacy of
residential properties backing on to the site
• Any new buildings should be mainly two storeys
• D
 evelopment will benefit from the site's proximity to
services and facilities (400m / 5 minute walk to
Lee-on-the-Solent village centre)
• D
 evelopment should meet the highest standards of
sustainable construction.
• Layout and design to be based on Secure by Design
principles.
Stubbington Lane

Sea Lane / Stubbington Lane

Rationale

These sub sites are adjacent to existing housing with
frontages on to Stubbington Lane and a narrow country
lane.

There is significant vegetation around the boundaries and
the fields are currently used to graze horses. Residential
development is considered appropriate to complement
the surrounding area.

Sea Lane and Stubbington Lane sub sites

Quantum of uses
Site Area

0.65 ha

Residential

Approximate 10 – 20 dwellings
(across both sites)

Development principles
• A
 ccess should be from Sea Lane and the lane
immediately to the north
• D
 evelopment should reflect the existing building line of
adjacent properties
Context
SEEDA’s site ownership 		
boundary
MCA ownership boundary
Airfield
Existing strategic highway

Proposed land use
Housing-led
Countryside and open space

Access and connections
Main route
Local network
Connection to village centre
Access for aircraft

• B
 oundary treatments should maintain the semi rural
character
• T hrough its layout and planting the development
should aim to protect the privacy of existing residential
properties
• N
 ew building heights should be commensurate with
the local context
• D
 evelopment should meet the highest standards of
sustainable construction.
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5 Transport, access and movement

Context
The Daedalus site occupies a strategically significant
position on the Gosport peninsula, situated between
Lee-on-the-Solent, Stubbington and Hill Head. The
problems of access to the Gosport peninsula arising
from the transport infrastructure deficit are well
known and daily traffic congestion on the local road
network is a major inconvenience to those moving
around the area. The main pressures result from
significant out-migration of people during peak hours
caused by lack of job availability within the peninsula.
Congestion on the main routes is often experienced
beyond traditional ‘rush hour’ periods.
The main highway connections to the north are provided
by the A32 Fareham Road and the B3385 Newgate
Lane, with Stubbington Lane offering an alternative
route for journeys to the north-west. Theses routes are
all congested, particularly during peak periods when
there are notorious bottlenecks such as Quay Street
roundabout, Fort Fareham and Stubbington village. In
the immediate vicinity of the Daedalus site there are also
regular traffic queues on all approaches to Peel Common
roundabout.
Public transport alternatives to the private car are limited
to local bus services, as there is no rail link onto the
peninsula beyond Fareham station. The passenger ferry
between Gosport and Portsmouth is well used and the
proximity of Gosport bus station to the ferry terminal
offers the potential for public transport interchange at
this location.
The terrain on the peninsula is conducive to local walking
and cycling, and they are popular means of travel for work
and leisure. There are existing good quality routes around
the site, and Daedalus has effectively acted as a barrier
to north-south and east-west movements for cyclists
and pedestrians. The development of the site would allow
greater connectivity and permeability of the site.

While there may be constraints on development at
Daedalus because of the existing transport network,
redevelopment also presents a significant opportunity
to start redressing the balance between out-migration
and containment and to set a benchmark for future
employment-led development on the peninsula.
In order to bring forward development proposals for
Daedalus, it will be necessary to demonstrate that a
sustainable access and movement strategy can be
implemented to mitigate potential adverse transport
impacts and to bring forward opportunities for
enhancement, where possible.
SEEDA commissioned a baseline transport analysis in
2007 and transport consultants have subsequently
been assessing the development proposals as they have
evolved, to look at the potential transport impact. This
has been an iterative process and has itself informed the
emerging proposals, by seeking to identify the correct mix
of uses, scale and density of development.

Emerging transport strategy
In collaboration with the highway authority (Hampshire
County Council), SEEDA has been developing a
transport and access strategy which seeks to present
a comprehensive and deliverable response to the
transport challenges. The strategy comprises three key
components:
• r educing the need to make a journey, particularly off
the Gosport peninsula
• m
 aking greater use of sustainable modes of transport,
particularly improving public transport
• m
 anaging accessibility on the local and strategic
transport network.

visionary framework

Reducing the need to travel
There is a direct relationship between land use and
transport and movement patterns. Achieving the right
mix, scale and location of land uses within Daedalus is an
important element in realising sustainable development
objectives.
One of the main reasons for high levels of outcommuting is lack of available jobs in appropriate
business sectors. An employment-led land use strategy,
such as is proposed at Daedalus, will create significant
new employment opportunities within the peninsula and
will potentially lead to a reduction in out-commuting
and give Gosport and Stubbington residents greater
opportunities to work locally.

Making more of sustainable modes
Sustainability is one of the key underlying objectives of
development at Daedalus. A comprehensive travel plan
for development will be required, which will set out a series
of measures to encourage behavioural change amongst
residents, employers and employees. This may include
improved bus services, flexible working practices to
reduce commuter travel or cycle facilities.
Improving accessibility to Daedalus by public transport is
an important component of the vision, firstly to provide a
viable alternative to car travel; and secondly to connect
Daedalus to key residential areas on the peninsula to
improve access to jobs created at Daedalus.

Managing the local and strategic transport
network
The emerging transport vision for Daedalus is aligned
with the Hampshire County Council’s strategy for the
development of a viable public transport system that
connects key destinations in South East Hampshire
including major employment sites.
The sub-regional transport strategy is described in
documents published by PUSH (Partnership for Urban
South Hampshire), and Transport for South Hampshire
(TfSH).
The redevelopment of Daedalus may be able to assist
in delivering part of the strategy, including potential
connections with the proposed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Phase 1 scheme, which will provide fast and convenient
services into Fareham and Gosport.
The traffic impact of the development will also be taken
account of on the local road network, particularly through
Stubbington and at Peel Common / Newgate Lane.
Potential options for enhancement include:
• c onversion of roundabouts to traffic signals to
regulate traffic flow and improve safety through
Stubbington
• c onsideration of part-signalisation of Peel Common
roundabout, including the facility for bus priority
measures.
Improved access for walkers and cyclists will also be
considered, including the possibility for new footpaths
and bridleways across Daedalus, opening up land that
has been closed to the public for over 70 years. SEEDA
will also consider how connections to schools and leisure
facilities can be improved.
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Emerging movement and access framework
for Daedalus
Daedalus has a number of existing access points that
have been in use at various times during Daedalus’
history. It is proposed that a number of these accesses
are opened up to ensure a permeable and accessible
network.
Main Access from Broom Way – This makes use of the
existing signal junction at Cherque Farm Way and creates
a fourth arm to the junction. There is sufficient space
within Daedalus to create a junction that will operate
satisfactorily for all modes. This will provide access to
Waterfront and Hangars East.
Secondary access from Stubbington Lane –
The precise location of the access point is to be
determined, but the preferred approach is for it to pass
adjacent to Ross House on land controlled by SEEDA.
This junction will allow greater connectivity between
Daedalus and Stubbington. Freight access to this junction
to be discouraged through design measures and signage
enhancement. Drake Road is also to be considered as an
additional access point.
Additional Waterfront Access – A third access point is
proposed that will make use of Brambles Road. This will
provide direct access into the hotel / leisure quarter, and
could be combined with a marina access if that is taken
forward.
Access to Hangars East – The primary access to
Hangars East is likely to be through the main Broom Way
access. Options exist for use of a secondary access using
the existing gates further north along Broom Way.
Access to Hangars West – An existing access point
is available from Gosport Road. Potential options may
exist to create new access from the adjacent residential
area. These issues will need further detailed consideration
should development at Hangars West be taken forward.
To a large extent, movement within Daedalus itself will
make use of the existing grid network and complements
the emerging development layouts.

The road hierarchy is envisaged as follows:
The Local Distributor Route is defined as the main
thoroughfare through the site, suitable for local access,
circulation within the site, and for public transport routes.
It is proposed that the western end of the route will be
designed with a high quality public realm to create a
strong gateway to the site and discourage large vehicle
movements. The eastern end connects to the main
access at Broom Way and will be the main gateway into
the site for employment use.
Connecting Streets will have some public transport
access but will be narrower than the distributor route
and designed to encourage lower speeds and greater
pedestrian interaction.
Access Streets are ‘traditional’ style streets reflecting
a ‘local’ nature. They will feature low vehicle speeds
and, where possible, pedestrian / cyclist priority will be
maintained.
The challenge of any new major development on the
Gosport peninsula is to manage transport movements to
minimise additional congestion. Daedalus is no exception,
and the emerging vision is a real opportunity to establish
employment-led regeneration on the peninsula that
starts to redress some of the imbalances and deficiencies
currently present.
Locally, Daedalus also presents enormous opportunity to
build new connections with local communities at Leeon-the-Solent and Stubbington, thereby enhancing
viability and vitality of the village centres' local services.
The current resident communities should enjoy the best
possible linkage with, and access to the facilities that a
regenerated Daedalus has to offer. Delivered successfully,
the benefits are considerable and will result in a richer,
more sustainable place that offers social, economic and
environmental benefits.

Visionary framework
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Gosport Road

5

B3385

B3334
Stubbington
Lane

Context
SEEDA land
ownership

4

Airfield
MCA search and rescue
Driving Standards
Agency test centre

1

Potential marina
location

Access and connections

2

Existing strategic
highway

Marine
Parade
West

Main route
Local network

Broom Way

3

Access/pedestrian
route
Gateway point
Connection to
village centre
Access for aircraft
Strategic links

1

Main Access from Broom Way

2
3

Additional Waterfront access

2
5

Access to Hangars West

2

Secondary access from Stubbington Lane

4

Access to Hangars East

6

Off site pressures

Cycle parking at Stubbington

Public transport information system and typical pedestrian street signage
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6 Stakeholder engagement and consultation

The Consultation Strategy, produced in March
2007, outlined SEEDA’s strategy to ensure that all
stakeholders are engaged with and consulted about
emerging proposals as the project progresses. This
document identified how three key groups - strategic
stakeholders, businesses and community - would be
targeted.

1) Strategic Stakeholders
Strategy Groups – SEEDA has been invited to attend
a number of Member Group meetings to update
local councilors. The Strategy Group comprises
representatives from GBC, FBC and HCC.
Daedalus Officer Working Groups – SEEDA has met
regularly with officers from GBC, FBC and HCC. More
recently, three Working Groups were set up – Transport
and Access, Economic, and Heritage and Design – and
relevant officers from each local authority invited to
attend.
Workshops – A number of workshops have been held
to discuss specific issues. These include an ecology
workshop in May 2008 and in June 2008 an aviation
workshop and a meeting of the Conservation Officers
Liaison Group (COLG).
Other Strategic Stakeholders – Through contacts
within the team, project updates have also been regularly
provided to Partnership for Urban South Hampshire
(PUSH); the Hampshire Economic Partnership (HEP); and
Local Strategic Partnership (LSP).

2) Businesses
On site – There are currently over 50 occupiers on site as
part of SEEDA’s interim letting strategy. They were invited
to attend a breakfast briefing in December 2006 and
have since been given a number of opportunities to meet
with representatives at SEEDA to discuss the emerging
proposals.

Off site – Over 4000 letters were sent out to local
businesses during Spring / Summer 2007 which informed
them about the proposed development and potential
long term opportunities at Daedalus. The details of all
those who have expressed an interest to date have been
added to a database.
Business Forums and Support Agencies – In the early
part of 2008, members of the team presented to the
Portsmouth and South East Chamber of Commerce,
the Southampton and Fareham Chamber of Commerce,
Gosport Business Forum as well as a Marenet event
organised by Marine South East on behalf of SEEDA.

3) Community
Resident Groups – Members of the team are regularly
invited to attend local resident group
meetings to provide updates on the project. These
include the Local Action Co-ordination Group (LACG);
Vision 4 Lee (V4L); Lee Residents Association (LoSRA);
and Hill Head Residents Association (HHRA).
Schools – A number of local schools including Holbrook
Junior School, Baycroft and Lee Junior Schools have
visited the site. In addition to this, Groundwork Solent
have been to visit Bridgemary Secondary School, Crofton
Anne Dale Junior School, Crofton Hammond Junior
School, and Woodcot School to tell pupils more about
the project and elicit their views.
Other – In addition to the above, part of the site is
opened annually for the Hovercraft Museum Open Day
and on Remembrance Sunday, when traffic is diverted
through the site. On August Bank Holiday 2008, the
Wardroom and Westcliffe House were opened to the
public as part of the Lee Festival which over 500 people
visited. In November 2008 part of the site was opened for
the Gosport Half Marathon.

Visionary framework

Phases of consultation
SEEDA and the project team are committed to
maintaining this high level of engagement with local
residents and key stakeholders, and will continue to
update and consult as the project progresses.
There have been four specific phases of consultation
associated with the emerging plans for development at
Daedalus.
Phase 1 – In spring 2007, the Daedalus website www.
daedalus-seeda.co.uk – and an e-alert system was
launched. This resource provides regularly updated
information about the project and the emerging
development proposals.
In May 2007, a baseline survey comprising a short
questionnaire was sent to 20,000 local households. This
was supported by a number of street and door-to-door
surveys as well as being available for people to complete
on the website.
Phase 2 – Five key themes emerged from the first phase
– employment; heritage and building design; leisure,
tourism and community facilities; green spaces and
the environment; and transport and access. A number
of residents and strategic stakeholders were invited to
attend workshops on each of these themes. This was
followed at the end of July 2007 by a Drop-In Event which
some 500 people attended. Many of the comments
made during this phase were recorded on an interactive
mapping facility which was also available on the website.
Phase 3 – In November 2007, Issue 1 of the Daedalus
newsletter was distributed to over 20,000 residents.
This provided background information on SEEDA and
the project as well as promoting the Daedalus Exhibition.
Approximately 900 people viewed and commented on
five master plan concepts which were displayed over two
days at the Exhibition in December 2007. The event also
provided an opportunity to view a digital “flythrough”
of the site which had been produced in conjunction with
the Environment Agency. For those unable to attend,
the panels were available to view on the website and a
summary displayed at the libraries in Lee-on-the-Solent,
Stubbington, Fareham and Gosport.

Phase 4 – This phase of consultation relates to the
promotion of the emerging Visionary Framework. A
second Daedalus newsletter was distributed to over
20,000 local residents in November 2008.
A two day exhibition was held on 5 and 6 December 2008
at the Lee Methodist Church Hall, Lee-on-the-Solent
High Street. Approximately 750 people attended to find
out about the proposed content of the Visionary
Framework. Attendees had the opportunity to speak
to members of the Project Team as well as complete
Comment Forms.
Whilst the responses suggest the community would like
more detail on a number of issues including transport
improvements, how open space will be used; and how
existing education and health services will be improved,
the overall feedback at the exhibition was positive.
Attendees were generally pleased with the overall
strategic approach, the suggested mix of uses and focus
on employment.
For those unable to attend the exhibition, the boards were
available to view on the website as well as a summary
board being displayed in four local libraries and both
council offices until the end of January 2009. Full details
on the feedback and conclusions are detailed in Phase 4
Report (Groundwork Solent, 2009).
Full details about all events and the conclusions from
each phase are available on the Daedalus website.
To date, the local community and stakeholders have
shown a keen interest in future plans for the site with
significant numbers participating in the various events.
A variety of views regarding how the site should be
developed have been expressed with the following
consistent themes:
• P
 rovision of employment opportunities for local
people
• Improvements to be made to the local highway
network
• Provision made for green, open space
• Preservation of the heritage of the site.
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7 Next steps

This strategic framework aims to guide future
development at Daedalus. It is hoped that Fareham
Borough Council (FBC), Gosport Borough Council
(GBC) and Hampshire County Council (HCC), along
with other key stakeholders, will endorse and support
the Visionary Framework.

Future planning strategy
The intention is that SEEDA will continue to work with
FBC and GBC to put in place Core Strategy policies and
supplementary planning documents (SPDs) that will
aid the delivery of the vision by setting an appropriate
planning policy context. The Core Strategy policies will
provide an overall framework for the development of the
site. The role of the SPDs will be to provide more detailed
planning guidance on the nature of development on the
site, providing more certainty for potential developers
on what is acceptable in terms of design and use and
therefore increasing the potential for applications to be
dealt with swiftly.
The SPDs will outline in more detail what land uses
are appropriate and how both strategic and local
access issues will be addressed. The SPDs will also
contain detailed design guidance for each plot, as
well as guidance on uses and building heights. For the
conservation area, the SPD will contain further guidance
on how buildings and land of heritage importance should
be dealt with as they are redeveloped or converted into
a new use. They will also address how the impact of the
development on the wider community can be mitigated,
through developer contributions and S106 planning
agreements. It is anticipated that there will be a SPD to
cover the Waterfront.
Following the adoption of the SPD for the Waterfront,
SEEDA intend to apply for planning permission for the new
east-west link road and other supporting infrastructure.
This will act as a catalyst for development of the
remainder of the site.

Delivery and implementation
SEEDA anticipates that it will continue to take a
development management role, which will oversee the
comprehensive regeneration of the site.
Following the adoption of the SPDs for the site, SEEDA
expects to start preparing a planning application for the
road and supporting infrastructure during 2009. It is
expected that development would take place from mid
2009 / 2010 onwards, and be built over the next 10-15
years.
A phased implementation is proposed, to allow
individual sites to come forward incrementally in
response to the market. Phasing of the development
will ensure community facilities and public open space is
implemented at the same time as development parcels.
Visionary Framework

Spring 2009

Preparations of SPDs

Spring 2009 –
Spring 2010

Planning application for access
and infrastrucutre

Autumn 2009 –
Winter 2010

Development of plots

Mid 2010 onwards

Visionary framework
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Annex

List of background documents

Title

Date

Author

Urban Design Baseline Report

June 07

Terence O'Rourke

Aviation Feasbility Study

July / Aug 07

Erinaceous plc

Phase 1 Consultation Report

Aug 07

Groundwork Solent

Landscape Appraisal Report

Sep 07

Terence O'Rourke

Phase 2 Consultation Report

Sep 07

Groundwork Solent

Historic Environment Baseline Report

Oct 07

Forum Heritage Services

Transport Baseline Report

Oct 07

MVA Consultancy

Business Report

Oct 07

Civic Regeneration

Issue 1 Newsletter

Nov 07

SEEDA

Phase 3 Consultation Report

April 08

Groundwork Solent

Draft Phase 1 Habitat Survey

May 08

Capita Symonds

Transport Assessment Scoping Report

May 08

MVA Consultancy

Draft Transport Strategy Options Report

Sep 08

MVA Consultancy

Issue 2 Newsletter

Nov 08

SEEDA

Draft Economic Scoping Report

Nov 08

ARUP

Draft Economic Modelling Report

Jan 09

ARUP

Draft Phase 4 Consultation Report

Jan 09

Groundwork Solent

SEEDA seek to make all documents and publications
available where possible. Where documents are not
available from the website they may be in the process of
being finalised or formally approved.

Visionary framework
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 10
Board/Committee:
Date of Meeting:
Title:
Author:
Status:

POLICY AND ORGANISATION
11 MARCH 2009
FAREHAM LDF CORE STRATEGY - PREFERRED
OPTIONS – GBC RESPONSE
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES MANAGER
FOR DECISION

Purpose
To consider and confirm my interim response to Fareham Borough
Council’s Local Development Framework (LDF).
Recommendation
That the interim response sent to Fareham Borough Council as set
out in Appendix A is confirmed, subject to any amendments the
Board may wish to make.
1.0 Background
1.1 Fareham BC has consulted the Borough Council on its Local
Development Framework (LDF) Core Strategy. The Borough Council
at a meeting of the Transportation & Planning Sub Board has
previously commented on Fareham BC’ s Core Strategy - Issues and
Options Paper. This is the next stage of the LDF process. This
consultation comprises two documents, the Preferred Options and
the North of Fareham Strategic Development Area Position
Statement. The consultation period ran from 12 January 2009 until 23
February 2009. As this Board does not meet until after the
consultation period has ended the Leader of the Council agreed that
an interim officer response should be sent to Fareham BC.
1.2 A copy of the Core Strategy - Preferred Options document and the
North of Fareham Strategic Development Area Position Statement
has been placed in the Members Room.
1.3 This report and its appendix highlights the key issues for Gosport
raised in the two documents.
2.0 Report
2.1 The SDA Position Statement raises two issues of concern. There
appears to be an issue of capacity. It has not been demonstrated that
the proposed addition of 10,000 homes and the quantum of
employment space can physically be accommodated within the area
of search. The second and more important issue to Gosport relates
to the transportation implications for the strategic and local highway
network arising from the SDA proposals. The proposed transport
measures will not enable adequate access and movement to and
from the SDA and, as a consequence, is likely to lead to further
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congestion problems on the Gosport Peninsula to the detriment of
our community and its environment .
2.2 The Core Strategy - Preferred Options document also raises a
significant area of concern, again related to transport issues. In
addition, the proposed policy options for the Daedalus site do not
adequately address Gosport’s aspirations.
2.3 Appendix A provides more detailed comment and context for areas of
concern.
3.0 Risk Assessment
3.1 Failure to respond to the consultation documents from Fareham
Borough Council could result in the development of policies and
proposals which are likely to be unfavourable to our community and
its environment and be prejudicial to the development of Gosport’s
economy.
4.0 Conclusion
4.1 The Consultation Fareham Local Development Framework Core
Strategy - Preferred Options and the Strategic Development Area
Position Statement set out initial views on the future development of
Fareham. Gosport Borough Council has an opportunity to provide
Fareham Borough Council with its views on issues that affect
Gosport. It is particularly important that Gosport’s position is made
clear on issues that may have an impact on transportation issues and
access to the Gosport Peninsula.
Financial Services comments:
Legal Services comments:
Service Improvement Plan
implications:
Corporate Plan:

Risk Assessment:
Background papers:

Appendices/Enclosures:
Report author/ Lead Officer:

None
None for the purposes of this report
None
Associated with the strategic priority to
reduce congestion on the Gosport
Peninsula
See paragraph 3.1
Fareham Core Strategy DPD - Preferred
Options.
North of Fareham Strategic Development
Area Position Statement.
Appendix A - Interim response sent to
Fareham BC
Mike Jeffery ext 5459
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APPENDIX A

Ms Selina Crocombe
Planning Policy
Department of Planning & Transportation
Fareham Borough Council
Civic Offices
Fareham
PO16 7PU

19 February 2009

Dear Ms Crocombe
RE: FAREHAM LDF CONSULTATION ON:
NORTH OF FAREHAM STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT AREA POSITION STATEMENT;
FAREHAM CORE STRATEGY DPD - PREFERRED OPTIONS.
The Fareham LDF documents will be considered by Gosport’s Policy and Organisation Board on 11 March
2009. It is recognised that this date is outside the consultation period. This response therefore contains
interim officer comments which I will request the Board to endorse subject to any amendments the Board may
wish to make. I will confirm the Borough Council’s formal position following the Board meeting.
As the key area of concern relates to the North of Fareham Strategic Development Area Position Statement I
will address that document first.
North of Fareham Strategic Development Area (SDA) Position Statement
In its comments on the Issues and Options stage of consultation Gosport Borough Council registered its
concerns relating to the transport implications of the proposed SDA. I am disappointed to have to advise you
that the Position Statement has not allayed those concerns.
In developing the Position Statement the background evidence studies have highlighted two crucial issues,
capacity and transport accessibility.
Capacity
The David Lock Associates’ study raises key points about the ability of the site to accommodate 10,000
homes. It would appear that the land to the west of the A32 is not capable of accommodating 10,000 new
homes with the associated mix of uses that are required to make it a sustainable community unless the
dwellings are built at a very high density. In order to order to achieve the level of development proposed in the
SE Plan it would appear that land to the east of the A32 would be required. The development of this land is
more problematical as there could be a greater environmental impact with some of this land being within the _
Area of Special Landscape character.
It is noted that the developers’ proposals envisage providing 9,000 dwellings on land to the east of the A32
with 75% of the employment provision being located away from the housing at Junction 11. This proposal
would not provide for a self contained sustainable community and would exacerbate transport problems
associated with this junction on the M27. Moreover, employment opportunities in this location would inevitably
become attractive to the considerable out-commuting culture associated with the Gosport Peninsula (currently
Development Services Unit: M C Jeffery, DipTP, MRTPI - Development Services Manager
Switchboard Telephone Number: 023 9258 4242
Britdoc Number: DX136567 Gosport 2 Website: www.gosport.gov.uk/planning

estimated to be 60% of the working population). In my view, this will not deliver sustainable levels of
containment. I will say more about the transport implications in this response.
The size of the SDA is critical to the transport considerations of the scheme as a smaller SDA will inevitably
reduce the impact on the highway network. If the viability of the SDA is dependent upon a key size threshold
that cannot be satisfactorily accommodated, then there may be a need to call for an early review of the South
East Plan.
Transport accessibility
The position statement does not refer to the proposed self containment of the SDA although it is referred to in
the transport section of the Preferred Options document. It is important that the level of self containment
assumed is clearly stated and justified. The ‘Setting Strategic Direction - North Fareham SDA’ document
states that achieving a 50% self containment is not likely to be achievable by a considerable margin (para
6.10.4).
It is noted Mott Gifford have been commissioned to undertake and evaluate access options to the SDA
including access to the M27 via Junctions 10 and 11 and the results are included in ‘The Fareham SDA
Access Study (January 2009)’.
The transport studies have considered 5 options for access to the SDA. They clearly indicate that none can
accommodate the full planned capacity of 10,000 homes without greatly exceeding the capacity of the existing
motorway junctions. To maximise the size of the SDA it therefore appears essential to both reduce trip
making as far as practicable and fully utilise and enhance existing road capacity.
The objective of promoting public transport and sustainable travel is supported in principle. However the
studies do not justify the radical proposal to remove most traffic from junction 10 to permit only BRT
movements southbound on A32, and only BRT and High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) movements on the
motorway slip roads. This could only be supported in the unlikely event that overall improvements in transport
capacity could be achieved.
The impacts of the SDA upon the wider transport network have not been considered in the access studies and
must be thoroughly evaluated before a preferred access strategy can be identified. It is essential that the
SDA does not exacerbate the high levels of congestion already experienced upon A27 and A32. The over
riding objectives of promoting growth and quality of life will not be achieved in such circumstances.
The preferred access option 5 will focus traffic movements from the SDA and the existing A32 on Junction 11
and will severely overload the junction to the detriment of the motorway and the wider strategic and local
network. The studies indicate the potential to improve Junction 11 is limited. The proposed segregated left
turn line is far from adequate to meet increased demand for movements from the SDA to the east, and the
circulatory carriageway will unlikely cope with other turning movements.
In selecting option 5, reliance has been placed on prioritising eastern facing transport links between the SDA
and Portsmouth in accordance with the PUSH and Regional Spatial Strategies, and on providing a dedicated
BRT link between Fareham and the SDA. It is evident that in practise this is very difficult to achieve with the
projected quantum of development without seriously exacerbating existing congestion problems at Junction
11 and beyond. There appears to be no assessment of the north-south movement of traffic associated with
the Gosport Peninsula through Quay Street and Junction 11, or the additional volume of traffic likely to be
draw through Junction 11 to the employment areas within the SDA.
A re-appraisal of these priorities in respect of the SDA and access options is necessary. It is clear that M27
Junction 10 alone offers significant potential for enhanced capacity in support of the SDA. The merits of an all
access Junction 10 with west facing lanes (option 4) should therefore be re-assessed.
A comprehensive review of the options for providing a more appropriate BRT link, not requiring the closure of
a major junction is required. More consideration needs to be given to the viability of bus routes, supporting
traffic management measures, the maximisation of patronage and commercial viability. Simply looking at the
means of crossing the M27 is not enough.
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The preferred access strategy (Option 5) results in the need for a dual carriageway running through the SDA
between A32 and Junction 11. This is arguably inappropriate to a sustainable community and incurs very
high construction costs, and very significant environmental impacts. There is considerable doubt that such a
road could or would be delivered by developers. It is advocated that a quantum of development should be
sought that requires only a single carriageway road and can be accommodated within the capacity of the
improved motorway junctions and the wider network.
It is essential that far more realistic assessments are made of the potential for containing trips within the SDA
and reducing trip making to match available capacity. There needs to be more detailed evidence that trip
patterns and modal use below existing norms can and will be delivered.
There are many uncertainties over the delivery of development and supporting infrastructure. In due course
the LDF will need to identify a delivery strategy and contingency plans to ensure sustainable development
consistent with the overarching objectives of PUSH.
Attached to this response is an appendix containing more detailed comments in support of the above
summary.
Core Strategy - Preferred Options
Vision and objectives
The Vision for Fareham recognises that measures will need to be developed to improve access to and from
the Gosport Peninsula. However, whilst objective 4 refers to development providing and/or contributing to
appropriate transport infrastructure, no transport objectives are proposed from which a transport strategy
would be based.
Spatial Strategy
Policy CS9, ‘Development outside settlements and gaps’ , aims to protect the gap between Stubbington/Leeon-the-Solent and Fareham/Gosport. This policy approach is welcomed although it is recognised that the gap
may need to be redefined, particularly in the Daedalus area.
Policy CS12 ‘Daedalus Strategic Site’ identifies Daedalus as a strategic employment site. This designation is
welcomed as it is recognition of the need to create local job opportunities taking advantage of local skills.
However this policy does not acknowledge that the site is being developed jointly in Fareham and Gosport.
The combined regeneration effect associated with developing the site as a whole will provide employment
opportunities for residents on the Gosport Peninsula and reduce commuting through Fareham. Reference to
this issue is mentioned in the section on the background but it is not translated into the policy.
The policy recognises that access should be taken from Broom Way and Gosport Road. However one of the
key infrastructure proposals for Daedalus is the construction of an east-west route through the site from
Broom Way to Stubbington Lane/Marine Parade (GBC). However, the current proposed access location onto
Marine Parade raises considerable environmental issues and may not be sustainable. As a consequence, the
western access point may need to be located further to the north in Stubbington Lane. This issue should be
addressed in the policy.
The Daedalus policy also refers to the provision of additional B2 and B8 warehousing floorspace but does not
give an indication of the scale of B8 development that would be acceptable. The policy could make it clearer
that large scale B8 development would not be acceptable at Daedalus which is currently not served by a
highway infrastructure that could cater for large scale freight deliveries. Warehousing is more appropriately
located in closer proximity to the M27 and transport interchanges.
Employment
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Policy CS14 ‘Employment Provision’ designates Daedalus as a strategic employment site to include a
proportion of B8 warehousing and opportunities for marine and aviation industries. Whilst recognition of the
importance of the marine and aviation sectors is welcome this policy, in common with Policy CS12 gives no
indication of the scale of warehousing that would be acceptable.
Whilst the Daedalus policy refers to skills, there does not appear to be a general policy on Fareham’s strategic
approach to utilising existing skills or the promotion of the development of skills to provide the future workforce
for any of the proposed employment sites throughout the Fareham. The promotion of business and educating
partnerships would be one possible approach to achieving this aim. This would be in line with the work being
undertaken by the PUSH skills group.
Transport
The responses to the SDA Position Statement are also relevant to the Preferred Options as the transport
strategies need to ensure that the SDA can operate efficiently without detriment to the existing transport
network.
Two options are put forward one with major transport infrastructure provision and one without. It is agreed
that the preferred option must include major transport infrastructure provision. However, it is noted that the
preferred option assumes some transport intervention, but the approach would appear to leave most of the
key junctions within Fareham operating at their design capacity at or before 2026. This issue should be
considered in evaluating the scale of development that can be accommodated at the SDA and the resultant
movement, access and capacity issues associated with Junction 11 M27.
Policy CS20 ‘Transport approach and infrastructure’ identifies a series of measures to promote, develop and
safeguard a high quality and sustainable integrated transport network. One of these measures is to identify
and safeguard land for access to the SDA, including land at Junction 10 and 11 and from Junction 11 to the
A32. It is noted that the details of the safeguarding will be determined in other Local Development Documents.
It will be important that the proposed access routes for the SDA are fully evaluated with regard to the potential
traffic implications on the junctions as previously advised in this response.
This policy must also recognise that there may be a need to safeguard land for a western access route to
Gosport (Stubbington Bypass) which is currently being investigated by HCC. The Infrastructure chapter quite
rightly refers to this matter so it should be followed through into the transport policy. You will of course be
aware that this scheme features in the Local Transport Plan (LTP) as being 'a prerequisite for the expansion
in housing and employment to 2026' (LTP para 6.16). You will also be aware that Transport for South
Hampshire's recent update in the form of the Solent Transport Strategy, continues this theme, and that PUSH
recognises TfSH (and the Strategy) as the delivery vehicle for PUSH's strategic transport objectives.
The proposed Tesco and Quay Street proposals will remove all future potential to increase peak capacity for
trips on A32 through Fareham. It follows that improvements to the west, initially by means of the Stubbington
bypass, and to the north by the development of quality public transport initiatives, are the only opportunities to
make a step change in improving accessibility to the Gosport Peninsula.
Infrastructure Requirements
This chapter sets out the level of proposed development and seeks to identify the amount of infrastructure that
is required to support the proposed development. It is helpful that a summary of the schemes has been
tabulated together with the proposed cost and the delivery agent. However, it is acknowledged that further
research is required to supplement the table. It is assumed that the publication version of the Core Strategy
will expand upon this information.
May I thank you on behalf of the Borough Council for the opportunity to respond to these documents.
Yours sincerely
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Mike Jeffery
Development Services Manager

Supporting Comments on North of Fareham Strategic Development Area: Position Statement
The Mott Gifford study ‘Setting Strategic Direction’ and the Fareham SDA Access Study have been
undertaken to determine the best means of accessing the development. Conclusions are reported in the
Transport topic paper and the North of Fareham Strategic Development Area: Position Statement.
The Access Study sets three key ‘policy requirements’ as follows :a) Provide a suitable BRT link between the SDA, Fareham and towards Portsmouth.
b) Prioritise eastern facing transport links between the SDA and the Portsmouth area in line with the Regional
Spatial Strategy for the South East;
c) Conform to the Department for Transport Circular 02/07: Planning and the Strategic Road Network
regarding the restraints on providing new or improved junctions serving new development.
Five access options were assessed:
Option 1

‘Do Minimum’ i.e. serve the SDA from A32 and Junction 10 without change.

Option 2

Provide a new all movements junction west of the existing M27 J10; restrict southbound
movements on A32 through junction 10 to Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) only; restrict peak
hour access on the existing Junction 10 slip roads to BRT and high occupancy vehicles
(HOV) only.

Option 3

Provide new west facing slip roads at Junction 10 and provide a dual, two lane
carriageway from A32 through the SDA to M27 Junction 11 and improve eastbound slipon. Provide a BRT route only southbound on A32 and BRT/HOV lanes on the Junction
10 slip roads (as Option 2).

Option 4

Provide new west facing slip roads at Junction10 and provide a dual, two lane
carriageway from A32 through the SDA to Junction 11 and improve eastbound slip-on.
Permit all traffic movements at Junction 10 i.e. no special BRT or HOV provisions.

Option 5

No improvements to Junction 10. Provide a BRT route only southbound on A32 and
BRT/HOV lanes on the Junction 10 slip roads (as Options 2 & 3). Provide a dual, two
lane carriageway from A32 through the SDA to M27 and improve eastbound slip-on.

The options were evaluated with regard to the policy requirements, design standards, traffic capacity, value
for money and deliverability issues including social and environmental impacts.
In brief the study conclusions were :Option 1

The existing junctions have insufficient capacity.

Option 2

An all new Junction 10 contravenes the policy set out in DfT Circular 02/07.

Option 3

The option would be viewed as a new Junction 10 and would therefore contravene policy
set out DfT Circular 02/07 regarding the provision of new junctions.
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Option 4

Providing west facing slip roads at Junction 10 would provide little benefit to the whole
scheme and does not easily prioritise BRT movements to Fareham Town Centre.

Option 5

This is the most suitable option.

Further studies into Option 5 included a capacity assessment of Junction 11 on the assumption that a
segregated left turn lane would be provided around the roundabout to assist eastbound entry to M27 at
Junction 11. This revealed that there is a considerable shortfall in capacity and the demand for eastbound
trips generated by the development needs to be reduced by between 50% and 60%. The studies indicate
there is also likely to be inadequate capacity in the circulatory carriageway.
The study concludes that the traffic levels likely to be generated by the proposed SDA will not be
accommodated by any of the five options considered. Therefore the solution for access to the proposed SDA
will require a significant proportion of the forecast car demand to be accommodated in an alternative way, e.g.
self containment and modal shift delivered through traffic management and ‘soft measures’. The documents
provide no evidence that this is viable or any indication as to how it will be delivered. An alternative
conclusion is that the SDA is too big and the preferred access Option is inappropriate.
In arriving at the conclusions the studies assume that 40% of employment trips will be contained within the
SDA. This is contrary to research findings referenced in the studies that indicate that this is not achievable by
some margin. Credible figures must be determined to inform the studies.
The assessment of Options 2, 3 and 5 providing for BRT, presumed that traffic on A32, southbound through
Junction 10 must be restricted to BRT only and the slip roads to BRT services and HOV’s. Most traffic from
the existing A32 and the SDA must therefore use the proposed new dual carriageway from A32 through the
SDA to Junction 11. Severe overloading will be the consequence with implications not only for the capacity
and safety of the motorway junctions and links, but also for the the impact upon access to the Gosport
Peninsula and other parts of Fareham which are already congested. The impacts on A27 and A32, in
particular the Delme Arms and Quay Street roundabouts, have not been considered (other than to a limited
degree in the unfinished PBA study of am flows). A robust access strategy cannot be determined until these
impacts are properly understood.
The policies of promoting sustainable transport are supported and in practise there are significant potential
benefits for Gosport in providing a comprehensive BRT service to the SDA employment areas. However,
given the considerable challenge of providing adequate transport capacity to the SDA, the removal of traffic
from a major junction to permit sole use by BRT and HOV’s can only be supported if the alternatives can be
demonstrated to deliver at least a substitute for lost car capacity, which appears most unlikely.
The benefits of BRT and HOV to existing A32 users and future residents of the SDA need to be better
explained and quantified through further study. An appraisal of likely bus routings is required having regard to
accessibility to existing and new passengers and the service that can be provided to key destinations. It is
essential that services are identified that are capable of being delivered and will provide a commercially viable
alternative to the car.
If the full potential of the SDA is to be realised it would appear essential to optimise overall transport capacity
across all modes without significant loss of existing car capacity. More consideration therefore needs to be
given to providing bus priority for BRT by means other than an exclusive bus route on A32. For example by
the provision of a bus priority lane on A32 through Junction 10 alongside a traffic lane, or utilisation and
improvement of the other potential routes identified across M27 to the SDA.
It is not clear what incentive the HOV restrictions will provide for car sharing and no evidence that the benefits
of the HOV slip roads outweigh the resultant additional capacity required in the A32 diversion and Junction 11.
The assumption that 35% of SDA peak hour traffic will be high occupancy appears optimistic. Traffic
southbound or westbound, will gain little advantage through exclusive access to M27 as it will still need to
negotiate Junction 11.
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The studies do not include a comprehensive assessment of pm flows which may have more onerous effects,
especially on the wider road network.
It is proposed to mitigate the impact of westbound motorway traffic leaving at Junction 11 by the addition of a
third lane near the entry to the roundabout. It is not clear from the studies if the circulatory capacity is
sufficient for all the additional traffic, or can be improved to avoid excessive delays and queuing on the slip
roads which already occurs.
Preference has been given to access options which promote links between the SDA and south east
Hampshire, particularly Portsmouth. In view of the study results this should not be taken as a definitive
requirement and pursued through restraint of car access to the west from the SDA at Junction 10. It is evident
that eastbound flows need to be reduced and there is better availability of jobs in south west Hampshire. The
PUSH strategy also proposes great improvements, particularly in The Strategic Employment Zone in
Eastleigh which SDA residents will be well placed to access. Increased congestion arising at Junction 11
from Option 5, and consequently on A27 & A32 south, will only serve to drive more trip making westwards.
Trips in both directions should be accommodated as efficiently as possible to allow a match of skills and
opportunities.
Undue emphasis has been given to the desire to promote BRT and links to the east. Consequently
inadequate consideration has been given to the merits of additional lanes at Junction 10 within Option 4.
These would remove the many lengthy diversions to Junction 11 required to travel to and from the west.
These carry a high direct cost and reduce the ability of Junction 11 to carry essential traffic. A redistribution of
traffic may occur between Junctions 9, 10 and 11 and flows may both increase and decrease on local roads,
this has wrongly been presumed to be an entirely negative impact.
The proposed new dual carriageway into Junction 11 is to be driven through a very sensitive quality
landscape and may require a viaduct to address flooding and water quality issues. Due to the topography and
design standards for a major road the route requires sections of cutting and embankment. The road and
structures will
have a significant visual impact, a large land take and will result in major severance of the proposed new
community. It is considered highly unlikely that developers will deliver infrastructure on this scale. Having
regard to the difficulties of achieving a reasonable development density in the space available, it would be
preferable to determine a quantum of houses and a complimentary access strategy requiring only a single
carriageway road. The reduced design standards would substantially lower the costs, severance and
environmental impact.
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AGENDA NO. 11
BOARD
DATE OF MEETING:
TITLE:

POLICY AND ORGANISATION BOARD
11 MARCH 2009
PIER STREET CONSERVATION AREA
APPRAISAL
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES MANAGER
FOR DECISION

AUTHOR:
STATUS:

Purpose
To present to the Board the final version of the Pier Street Conservation Area
Appraisal following consultation on the draft appraisal. This includes the
proposed extensions to the boundaries, and suggestions for the re-naming of the
Conservation Area.
Recommendation
That members approve the Pier Street Conservation Area Appraisal as a
supporting document to inform Development Control decisions and proposals in
the Local Development Framework and that members approve the re-naming of
‘Pier Street Conservation Area’ to ‘Lee Centre Conservation Area’.

1.0

Background

1.1

A Conservation Area is an area of ‘special architectural or historic interest,
the character of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance’ (Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. S69(1)). The
designation of Pier Street Conservation Area was made in recognition of its
historic and architectural significance

1.2

The Draft Pier Street Conservation Area Appraisal was submitted to the
Transportation and Planning Sub-Board on the 15 August 2007 where it
was approved for consultation purposes.

2.0

Report

2.1

Following Members’ approval of the draft document, public consultation
was undertaken. A letter and plan of the Conservation Area, including the
proposed extensions, were sent to every residence and business situated
within the revised Conservation Area boundary. Residents were invited to
view the Appraisal at the Town Hall. Appraisals were also sent to the Lee
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Residents’ Association, Lee Business Association and the Gosport Society,
who were invited to submit their comments.
2.2

A number of responses were received and all are supportive of the
proposal to extend the Conservation Area boundaries. A local historian,
who has recently researched the architecture of the High Street, indicated
that a number of buildings were designed by a local architect named
Trevor Tatham. A short paragraph summarising Tatham’s contribution has
been included on page 4 of the Appraisal and a plan showing the buildings
he designed has been added in Appendix B.

2.3

At the request of Members, comments were invited on a possible change
of name to the Pier Street Conservation Area. It is recognised that the
Appraisal relates not only to Pier Street, but also to a section of High Street
and Manor Way. The suggestions received are as follows; Village
Conservation Area, Lee-on-the-Solent Village Conservation Area, Lee
Centre Conservation Area, and Lee-on-the-Solent Conservation Area.
There was no consensus of opinion on this matter, but it is recommended
that ‘Lee Centre Conservation Area’ is adopted as it most accurately
represents the scope of the Conservation Area.

2.4

If Members approve the document, and in accordance with the section 69
of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, an
advertisement detailing the properties included in the extensions to the
Conservation Area will be placed in at least one local newspaper and in the
London Gazette. A letter, outlining the new Conservation Area status, will
be sent to every residence/business within the extended areas.

3.0

Risk Assessment

3.1

Completion of the Appraisal will help towards fulfilling the requirements of a
Local Performance Indicator for the current year and ensure that
appropriate supporting information is available for Development Control
and Planning Policy purposes.

4.0

Conclusion

4.1

It is important that planning decisions are fully informed by Conservation
Area Appraisals so that the area’s special interest and character may be
preserved while enabling appropriate development to take place. The
public consultation process will enhance its status as a background
document for Development Control purposes and policy formulation.
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None
Financial Implications:
Legal Implications:
Service Improvement Plan Implications: None
Preparation of the Appraisal is consistent
Corporate Plan:
with several key areas of the Corporate
Plan
See section 3
Risk Assessment:
None
Background Papers:
[Pier Street] Conservation Area Appraisal
Appendices/Enclosures:
Helen Green ext 5452
Report Author/Lead Officer:
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[Pier Street] Conservation Area Appraisal

Character Statement: The Area’s
Historic Development

Background
The [Pier Street] Conservation Area
was originally designated in 1990 to
ensure that all future developments
would ‘preserve or enhance’ the historic
and architectural character of the area.
The boundaries were revised in 2009 to
include a larger section of High Street.
The area contains a variety of buildings
of architectural and historic interest
including the Grade II Listed Le Breton
Farmhouse, which dates from the 14th
century.

Pre- 19th Century Development
Until the mid-1880s, Lee-on-the-Solent
was a small scattered settlement of
properties that had changed little over
many centuries. The focus of the
settlement was a medieval track
leading from Titchfield, the route of
which is largely followed by the present
Manor Way and Pier Street. Le Breton
farmhouse is one of Gosport’s oldest
buildings and is a good example of a
late medieval manorial farmhouse. As
such it is a Grade II Listed Building.

Scope and Structure of the Appraisal
This document is intended to act as a
guide to the buildings and features of
interest, which make an important
contribution to the setting of the
Conservation Area. It also assesses the
historical development of the [Pier
Street]
Conservation
Area,
the
character of the area, the building form
and type, materials used in the
construction of the buildings and areas
that would benefit from enhancement.

Le Breton Farmhouse

The need to designate Conservation
Areas is often illustrated by the way in
which poorly designed new buildings or
inappropriate modern improvements or
extensions have a major impact on the
local
character.
The
distinctive
character of both the buildings and
spaces within the [Pier Street]
Conservation Area are therefore
highlighted in this document.

The Bun Penny PH began life as a
farmhouse in the 17th century. In the
late 19th century the spacious
accommodation was adapted for use
as the ‘Victoria Hotel’.

The Victoria Hotel (19th century photo)

Historic plans of the Conservation Area
are contained in Appendix A of this
document.
Map of 1810 showing the extent of Lee
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Character Statement: The Area’s
Historic Development
Victorian/Edwardian Development
In 1884, Mr C. E. Newton Robinson
was cruising in the Solent and was
struck by the area’s potential for a
resort development. He persuaded his
father, a wealthy Dorset landowner, to
purchase much of the land and spent
the next 25 years investing in Lee-onthe-Solent in order to promote and
develop the settlement into a watering
spa. Early steps consisted of laying out
a grid pattern of streets along which
numerous plots were marked out.
Parcels of land were sold off to wealthy
Victorians on which to build their
seaside residences. Lee was marketed
as a health resort under the title of
‘Seaside Watering Place’.

Pier House & Flower Buildings (photo dated
early 20th century)

The
construction
of
Lee
Pier
(completed in 1888) was another
important stage in the resort’s
development. Unfortunately, its pavilion
was destroyed by fire in 1932. With the
outbreak of war the Military Authorities
breached the pier, as it was thought it
could provide a good landing point for
enemy troops. The pier was never
rebuilt.

View along Lee Pier in 1926

Aerial photo dated c.1920

The Lee-on-the-Solent Light Railway
Line, opened in 1894, ran to the former
Fort Brockhurst Station where it linked
up to the Gosport-Fareham line. The
line, however, was unprofitable and
closed to passengers in 1930, although
it remained open for goods traffic until
1935. The Flower Buildings followed
the construction of the railway line, in
an attempt to develop the tourist
industry of Lee-on-the-Solent. Today,
the buildings still provide shops and a
restaurant, while the booking hall,
redundant after the closure of the
railway, has been converted to an
amusement arcade.

Central to the development was the
seafront itself and Marine Parade was
laid out as the focus of the resort.
Marine Parade East and West were
over a mile in length and consisted of
parkland, promenades and the Pier
(completed by 1888). The influx of new
residents and visitors prompted the
development of shops along Pier Street
and High Street, the construction of
Pier Hotel and the opening of a branch
railway line.
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could not be sustained and one by one
the attractions disappeared. In 1969,
the Tower was finally demolished. The
shops and apartments of numbers 1-9
Marine Parade West were built at the
same time as Lee Tower, and have
continued to provide for the needs of
visitors to Lee.

Numerous
large
buildings
were
constructed during the late Victorian
period, a number of which are situated
within the Conservation Area. These
include the premises of the former
Edinburgh House School at 2-18 Manor
Way, which were converted to private
residences when the school was
evacuated to Somerset in 1940.
Number 20 Manor Way and 7-9 Grove
Road are also notable survivals from
this period. However, the speculative
development of Lee was not a great
success and most of the limited
development which pre-dated the First
World War was on a more modest
scale. During the First World War the
area around Lee was identified as
being an excellent location for the
development of a naval aviation base
and HMS Daedalus was subsequently
constructed.

Trevor J. Tatham
In 1915 Trevor J. Tatham, already
trained as an architect, moved to Lee to
teach at the Edinburgh House School
on Manor Way. In 1921 he moved to 20
Manor Way with his family and pursued
careers as both a teacher and architect.
Between 1921 and 1939 he designed
many
houses
and
commercial
premises, becoming the most prolific
architect in Lee. Of all the local
architects working during the inter-war
period, Tatham’s buildings survive in
the largest numbers within the
Conservation Area and make an
important contribution to its special
character. A plan showing the location
of the buildings attributed to him is
contained in Appendix B.

Inter-War Development
The inter-war years saw a further wave
of development in Lee.
This was
primarily focused on the Marine
Parade, Pier Street and High Street
areas where a number of buildings in
the Art Deco style were constructed in
contrast to the earlier buildings.

Tatham plan for 8-14 Pier Street, 1934
1-9 Marine Parade West c.1960
© Francis Frith Collection

1935 saw the construction of the Lee
Tower complex including a dance hall,
restaurant, lounge bar and roof terrace.
The 120 feet high white tower had a
platform to enjoy views out across the
Solent. Unfortunately, this development
Tatham plan for 137 High Street, 1933
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seafront buildings. The Conservation
Area is therefore a combination of
different building patterns and styles
and contrasting public spaces that help
to define its special character. Three
distinctive
areas
of
common
characteristics are apparent. Manor
Way (Area 1) consists mainly of
residential properties. Pier Street/High
Street (Area 2) and Marine Parade
(Area 3) are characterised by retail and
leisure facilities. The character of each
of these areas is defined below.

Appraisal of the Area’s Built Form

[Pier
Street]
Conservation
Area
encompasses the Victorian core of Leeon-the-Solent together with gradual infill
development up to the present day.
The roughly north-south route of Pier
Street and Manor Way forms the
backbone of the Conservation Area
and, in doing so, reveals successive
phases of the town’s development from
its medieval origins to the inter-war

Crown Copyright.Gosport Borough Council 100019624 2009.
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Of the mix of building types present, the
large two-storey villas and semidetached houses make a significant
contribution to the area’s overall
character. There is a clear building line
from numbers 2-22 past Le Breton
Farmhouse to the Bun Penny, which
follows the curve of Manor Way. This
characteristic is mirrored on the west
side in this area and along Grove Road
and Britten Road. There are only two
deviations from this pattern, namely 28
and 21 Manor Way.

Area 1
Focused on Manor Way
Manor Way follows the original
medieval track that joined Lee’s
agricultural settlements with the villages
of Titchfield and Stubbington. Le Breton
Farmhouse and the Bun Penny PH are
notable survivals of Lee’s pre-resort
years. The Bun Penny is a landmark
building within the Conservation Area,
while Le Breton Farmhouse is one of
Gosport’s
most
historically
and
architecturally important buildings.

Apart from number 28, many of the
residential buildings in this area are
separated from the main road by
sizeable front gardens. Low boundary
walls are also important features. This
arrangement should be retained
wherever possible. Clay tile or slate
hipped roofs, dormers, small gables,
and chimneys are characteristic details
of the area.

The Bun Penny PH

The low density development of
residential properties along Manor Way
has resulted in a pleasant, informal
suburban character that owes a great
deal to the mature landscape. The
gardens and boundaries of most
buildings are well-planted with trees
and shrubs, which provide a pleasant
setting for the variety of buildings
behind. The lines of trees along the
road verge also help to fill the relatively
wide space between buildings on either
side of the road.

Junction of Grove Road & Manor Way

The former Edinburgh House School at
number’s 2-18 (even) Manor Way along
with number 20 Manor Way form an
important group within this section of
the Conservation Area and share a
similar scale and building line. Until the
Second World War, Edinburgh House
was a preparatory school for young
Naval Officers. Number 22 Manor Way
is a more modern building, but its scale
and design does not detract from the
character or setting of its neighbours.
Numbers 2-18 (even) are of particular
significance in this area and they are
characterised
by
the
strong
architectural unity in their design and
materials i.e. red bricks, clay tiles,

View south along Manor Way
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vertical sliding sashes and stone
dressed windows. Trees within the front
gardens of properties in this area are
an important landscape feature.
Sections of the historic boundary wall to
the School remain in this area.

View from Manor Way into High St /Pier St

Pier Street, and its junction with High
Street, is at the centre of the town’s
primary shopping area and illustrates a
very urban character in contrast to Area
1. Given the long, straight views along
High Street (which extend along
Monserrat Road and Cambridge Road)
and from the promenade along Pier
Street, this cross-roads along with the
corner buildings which define it is the
main focus of the Conservation Area.

12-14 Manor Way

The appearance of Pier Street is
primarily a result of the broad form,
height and arrangement of its buildings.
While there is a marked contrast in
building styles (late 19th century and
1930s), which is typical of this part of
Lee, the character of the area is
defined by similarities in the height of
the buildings and their terraced
arrangement. There are many Tathamdesigned buildings within this area.

Edinburgh House School, early 19th century

Numbers 1-23 Pier Street are of fine
architectural detailing, notably in the
timber balustrade balcony, their high
pitched roof and full dormers. Many
elements of the original design remain.
The
presence
of
residential
accommodation above the ground floor
shops also contributes to the character
of Pier Street.

Area 2
Focused on Pier Street
Number
126-128
High
Street
contributes to both Area 1 and Area 2
due to its corner position at the junction
of Manor Way and High Street. As
such, and given its architectural quality
and the extent of survival of timber
sash windows and shopfront, it is a
landmark building within the area. The
former outbuilding to the rear has been
used as a shop and as residential
accommodation. An attractive building
itself, it helps draw the eye towards the
junction of High Street and Pier Street
and to the seafront.

A number of timber shopfronts remain
and these should be retained and/or
enhanced as part of any future
applications. With the exception of
number 137, which has been extended,
the rear elevations of these buildings
remain largely unaltered and are visible
from High Street.
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Area 3
Focused on Marine Parade
Since the development of Lee as a
seaside resort during the late 19th
century, this section of Marine Parade
has provided a focus for leisure
activities. During the 1930s the area
was further developed with the
construction of Lee Tower and its
associated
buildings
and
the
regeneration of the pier. Despite the
loss of the tower and the pier, important
survivals of both eras remain to define
the character of this area.

Pier Street c.1910

Pier House, formerly Pier Hotel, is a
landmark building and occupies a
prominent
position
within
the
Conservation Area. Dating from the late
19th century it is an important reminder
of the development of Lee as a resort
during this period. Despite modern
alterations, its architectural character
remains intact. Flanked by Pier Street
to one side and a car park to the other,
it is set apart from other buildings in this
area both in its form and its
architectural quality and detailing.

View along Pier Street

The character of the High Street
reflects the scale and form of
development in Pier Street. It includes
and interesting mix of buildings, which
are characteristic of Lee’s development
from c.1900 to the 1930s (refer to the
Plan of the Conservation Area on page
1 of this document).

Dating from the inter-war phase of
development the Art Deco buildings at
numbers 1-9 Marine Parade West are
survivals of an important phase of Lee’s
development. Associated with the
construction of Lee Tower they are
notable survivals from this phase.
Compared with Pier House, they have
a strong horizontal emphasis and this is
reinforced
by
their
architectural
detailing. Most of the original windows
have been replaced and the balconies
to numbers 6-9 have been removed.
These buildings, along with those which
continue into Pier Street, are an
important focus within the Conservation
Area.
Development to the seaward side of
Marine Parade is confined to the
Flower Buildings and these also date
from the late 19th century phase of
development. Numbers 1-3 in particular

View along High Street
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are of architectural interest, retaining
attractive timber shopfronts. Although
smaller in scale and height, the Flower
Buildings
make
a
significant
contribution to the character of the
Conservation Area. The gardens
around the war memorial create an
attractive seating area and the
undeveloped space provided by car
parks retains important views towards
the Solent.

Grants
Repair and restoration works to historic
buildings in the area may be eligible for
an Historic Buildings Grant from the
Borough Council. Information on grants
can be obtained from the Conservation
Officer who are able to advise on the
merits of proposals and on the
application procedure.
Works eligible for grant aid include the
repair and restoration of the exterior of
the property such as re-pointing, roof
repairs, shop front restoration, damp
proofing, timber treatment and largescale
structural
repairs.
Works
regarded as routine maintenance and
not relating to the historic fabric will not
be eligible for assistance.
The Economic Prosperity Unit of the
Borough Council will be able to advise
as to the availability of other sources of
financial
assistance
relevant
to
commercial properties.

The Flower Buildings

Enhancement Opportunities

Planning Policy and Development
Control

• Repaint rendered 1930s buildings.

The designation of a Conservation Area
places certain requirements on any
applicant to submit detailed information
to the Local Planning Authority in
support of planning applications in or, in
appropriate cases, near to the area.
The principal effects are that applicants
will be required to submit full proposals
in support of planning applications
within the area so that the implications
of these proposals can be considered
in detail.

• Replace missing balustrade to 1-3
Pier Street.
• Reinstate boundary walls in an
historic style where appropriate.
• Enhance the appearance of
traditional shopfronts.
Archaeology
Development affecting buildings of
historic interest in the area will need to
have regard to the archaeological
implications of their proposals. In
appropriate cases further research may
be required to assist in our
understanding
of
the
historic
development of buildings in the area
and may need to be submitted as part
of the Design and Access Statement.

Additionally, applications within a
Conservation Area will require a
supporting
Design
and
Access
Statement. This short report would
need to explain how the layout, scale
and appearance of a proposal
preserves or enhances the character of
the Conservation Area. Internal and
external access to a proposed
development would need to have
special regard to highway concerns,
access for the emergency services and
10

the requirements of the Disability
Discrimination
Act.
An
access
statement addressing these, and
related issues, would therefore be
required. Further information relating to
Design and Access Statements can be
found on the Gosport Borough Council
website: www.gosport.gov.uk

repairing shop fronts. Further advice is
available from English Heritage and
through Government policy guidance
on heritage related issues; in particular,
Planning Policy Guidance notes 15:
Planning and the Historic Environment,
and PPG 16: Archaeology and
Planning.

Conservation Area Consent will be
required where it is proposed to
demolish a building. For an application
to be determined, detailed proposals of
the replacement building will be
required before demolition takes place,
and this information will be considered
alongside other planning issues.
Six weeks written notice of the intention
to carry out any works to a tree that is
in a Conservation Area and is not
already covered by a Tree Preservation
Order is required by the Local Planning
Authority.
The Adopted Gosport Borough Local
Plan (from here referred to as the
GBLP) provides clear policy guidance
on what issues need to be considered
when submitting an application in a
Conservation Area. This appraisal
stresses the importance of relating new
proposals to their setting and any
impact they may have; drawing from
the guidance in the GBLP and any
supplementary policy guidance.
Before making an application in the
Conservation Area, you are advised to
check that your proposal conforms to
the relevant planning policies contained
within the GBLP. Copies of this
document are available from the
Planning Policy Section or can be
viewed at the Third Floor Regulatory
Services Reception at Gosport Town
Hall, in local public libraries or on the
Gosport Borough Council website at
www.gosport.gov.uk
The Borough Council has also
produced guidance on the implications
of owning a Listed Building, living in a
Conservation Area, and designing or
11

Further Information or Advice
The Borough Council’s Conservation
Officer can provide further information
or advice regarding the built heritage of
the Borough; in particular with regard to
the following;
•
•
•
•

Listed Buildings
Conservation Areas
Historic Buildings Grant
Buildings of Local Interest (The Local
List)
• Conservation Planning Policy
• Information on heritage
organisations and sources of grant
aid
Issues relating to planning policy and
planning applications can be discussed
with Planning Policy and Development
Control respectively.
Applicants are encouraged to discuss
any proposals at an early stage, prior to
the submission of an application.
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Appendix A
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OS 1909
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APPENDIX B
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Plan Showing Buildings Designed by Trevor J. Tatham
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